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Day 1

Module 1:
Procurement Planning,
Bid Preparation,
TOR/SOW Development

Session Flow

Session I
Overview of the Budget Cycle

Session 2
Linking Budget Planning
to Procurement

Session 3
Overview on the Procurement Law:  Rules on Consulting Services

Learning Objectives

The learning objective for today’s session is to increase knowledge on the Government 
Budget Cycle and the link between Procurement and the Budget Cycle.  The Participants 
are also expected to have increased knowledge on the Procurement Law as it relates to the 
Procurement Guidelines for Consulting Services.  For advanced Participants, it is expected 
that they apply the learning from this day’s sessions to their day-to-day work practice.
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STEP 1
Form four (4) groups.

STEP 2
Using snowball method, share your expectations with people in this order:

a.   Your partner
b.   Your group mates (adding only to the list)
c.   The plenary

You may want to share your answers to these questions:

1. What would I like to learn from this training course?

2. What do I expect from the facilitator and Co-participants?

3. What do I expect to impart to my other colleagues when I return to work?

Leveling of Expectations
Activity

3



Presentation of Cases and 
Tasking Assignments



Your Facilitator will distribute case studies. Take a moment to read the cases.

Discuss the cases among yourselves

Discussion notes here.



Your Facilitator will distribute case studies. Take a moment to read the cases.

Discuss the cases among yourselves

Discussion notes here.



Your Facilitator will distribute case studies. Take a moment to read the cases.

Discuss the cases among yourselves

Discussion notes here.



Session 1:
Overview of the 

Budget Cycle 
Session Objective

This Session aims to increase knowledge on the 
Philippine Government  budget processes and cycle.  
The Participants at the end of this session would be 
able to understand how their individual work in their 
respective units are inputs to this budget cycle.
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SESSION PRETEST

1. ____________________ is the Government’s estimate of its income and expenditure to pursue priority 
programs, activities and projects.

a) Cost Estimates    
b) Annual Procurement Plan
c)  National Budget    
d) Work Plan

  
2. ___________________ is submitted along with the National Budget to the President for endorsement to 
Congress for deliberation. 

a) Capital Outlay     
b) MOOE
c) National Expenditure Program   
d) National Budget

 

3. _________________ initiates the budget process following the State of the Nation Address of the President.

a) Budget Accountability    
b) Budget Execution
c)  Budget Authorization    
d) Budget Call
 

4. _____________________ is the Head of the Regional Office that sets local health priorities based of the 
National health directives and thrusts.

a) Program Coordinator    
b) Budget Officer
c) Planning Officer     
d) Regional Director

5. _____________________A notable Public Financial Management Reform under the Aquino Government, 
which includes CSOs/NGOs/POs participation in the agency budget planning activities.  The critical 
stakeholders advocate the felt needs of the people in the community or locality.

a) Participatory Audit   
b) Budget Deliberations
c) Grassroots Participatory Budgeting   
d) Budget Hearing

 

9
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WHAT IS THE
NATIONAL BUDGET?

It is the Government’s 
estimate of its income and 
expenditures: BESF.

It is a financial plan to 
pursue Government priority 
programs and projects 
in line with its economic 
growth and human 
development thrusts.

It is an instrument for good 
governance:  agencies are 
accountable for the delivery 
of measurable results 
through their respective 
budgets.

National
Budget

Budget Overview

10
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How the National Budget Affects Our Lives

• The National Budget is a financial translation of the programs and projects for the country’s 
development.

• The National Budget also stabilizes the economy:
• It pump primes the economy when it is in recession. (e.g. pump priming in 2006 due to a re-enacted 

budget.)
• It assumes a more conservative spending, taxing, and borrowing stance during economic booms.

Why do we need
a  budget?

Budget is necessary for: 

• Operations of Government offices;
• Capital Outlay; and
• Implementation of PPAs. 

11
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Budget Preparation
• Budget preparation is the first phase in budget process.
• It involves cost estimation per PPAs, budget proposals, and agency review of budget proposals.
• It requires the preparation of: 

• The process starts with the Executive (President) Budget Call and ends with submission of 
the NEP to the President by mid-year in preparation for budget deliberation in Congress by 
September.

 > The President’s Budget Message
 > An Issuance of the Budget Call
 > Individual agency budgets and submitted to CO Agency
 > A National Expenditure Program (NEP) consolidated by the Department of Budget and Management

 (DBM)

Budget Cycle

Budget
Preparation

Budget
Execution

Budget 
Authorization

Budget 
Accountability

12
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Budget Preparation and Key Players at the RO Level

ROs prepare the input to the DOH-CO Budget for the ensuing year by gathering inputs from:

Program 
Coordinators 

and Unit Heads

Budget Office

Accountant

Planning 
Office 

Regional
Director

Critical 
Stakeholders

Cashier

Review past 
accomplishments

Engaging 
Stakeholders 

through 
Consultation

Submit and 
Evaluate Budget 

Proposals

Consolidate 
Budget Proposals 
into one budget

Submit RO budget 
to CO

Defend RO budget 

13
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Budget Preparation Flow Chart

START

END

Budget Call and Issuance of Budget Message

Preparation of NEP and Submit to Congress

Conduct Budget Forum (GPB and stakeholders)

Budget Hearings and Deliberations

Prepare and Submit Budget to DBM

Approval of GAB in HOR/Senate and Bi-CAM

DBM Review, Consolidate and Submit to President

President Signs Approved Budget

14
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Key Players in Budget Authorization

• The Legislative function of enacting the GAA is stated as:

• Budget Authorization phase starts after the budget preparation phase where the President 
(Executive) issues the Budget Call and agencies submit the NEP by mid-year.

• The budget authorization phase starts around September after the Congress receives the Budget 
Message, and NEP.

• The phase ends with endorsed GAB ratified by both Houses of Congress and signed by the 
President into law.

• GAA is returned to Congress Bills and Index for stamping and publishing in Official Gazette.

“No money shall be paid out of the Treasury except in pursuance of appropriation made by law”
(Sec. 29 Phil. Constitution, 1987)

Head of Agency/RD submits RO Budget to DO-CO; approves 
regional office budget.

President of the Philippines signs GAB into Law. The GAB becomes 
the General Annual Appropriations (GAA). 

House of Representatives (HOR) Bills and Index stamps and 
documents approval of GAA and publishes in the Official Gazette.

Bicameral Conference Committee harmonizes diagreeing provisions 
of both Houses of Congress; drafts a unified version for ratification 
of both Houses; the ratified version is then sent to the President for 
approval.

Committee on Appropriations/Finance is responsible for conducting 
preliminary review and evaluation of Executive Budget.

Joint Congress Legislative body scrutinizes proposed budget 
proposals.

DOH-CO Secretary submits Department Budget to DBM. Also, 
defends budget proposals in Congress.

Head of Agency/
RD 

DOH-CO 
Secretary 

Joint Congress

Committee on 
Appropriations/

Finance

Bicameral
Committee

President of the 
Philippines

House of 
Representatives

15
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Budget Execution

• Preparation of BEDs. 
• Involves release of allotments, certificates of availability of appropriations, and cash.
• Recording of actual obligations and disbursement of funds for PPAs.

• Critical aspect is collection of funds as in the case of revenue generating units (e.g. hospitals).

Key Players in Budget Execution and their Roles 

 > Procurement is subsumed in budget execution.

 > Submission of monthly, quarterly and annual reports or statement 
of allotments, obligations, and balances

 > Maintenance of preparation and submission of financial statements
 > Reviewing supporting documents before preparation of vouchers 

and completeness of supporting documents for payment

 > M and E arm in project implementation.
 > Analysis of income and expenditure patterns.

 > Implements PPAs. 
 > Produces results. 
 > Monitors and evaluates performance of PPAs.

The Head of Agency is responsible for the execution of Annual 
Budget.

The Budget Officer prepares the release of documents (e.g. Sub-
allotment Advise, ARO, CAA).

The Accountant is responsible for maintenance of the validity , 
reliability and propriety of all financial transactions

The Planning Officer is responsible for the formulation of integrated 
economic, social, physical and development plans, policies of ROs.

The Department Head prepares financial and physical performance 
targets and obligation requests for PPAs.

Head of Agency

Department 
Head

Budget Officer

Accountant

Planning Officer

16
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Budget Execution Flow Chart

START

END

Record approved budget in the Registries

Adjust MCP, Financial and Physical Performance Targets

Release Allotment (GAARD, SAA, ARO)

Provide Concrete Actions for Negative Deviations

Prepare Monthly Cash Program and
Financial/Physical Performance Targets

Obligate and Disburse funds for Implementation of PPAs

17
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Accountability in Three Aspects

1. Accounting for budget
2. Audit of Accounts 

3. DBM monitors agency performance to ensure efficient management of agency resources

 > COA ensures legality and propriety of the obligations and expenditures incurred in the process of 
executing budget.

 > Completes whole budget evaluation and budget performance of ROs.

 > DOH-FMS (CO) and Finance Unit (ROs)

Accounting of ROs’ 
performance in terms 
of revenue generation 
and resource utilization 
in the implementation of 
PPAs.

Recording and reporting 
of estimated and 
actual income and 
expenditures. 

Analysis of the Finance 
Unit of current trends 
on actual income 
generation and 
expenditure.

Monitoring and 
evaluating ROs 
performance against 
standards, policies, and 
planned targets.

Budget Accountability

18
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Policy Guides

Budget is:

• Not to be limited to PPAs funded under 20% Development Fund.
• Dedicated to sustainable human development (poverty reduction 

and economic development).
• Aligned to mobilize resources and ensure sustainability
• Aligned and consistent with current PDP thrusts
• Policy-driven and performance-based.

• Policy directions toward poverty reduction.
• Financing for medium term and prioritization.

Grassroots Participatory Budgeting

• Also known as Bottom Up Budgeting. 
• Legal basis is the DBM NBM No. 109.
• Involvement of CSOs/NGOs/POs in budget planning.
• Bottom up approach to budget planning.
• CSOs/NGOs/POs can advocate budget proposals based on the actual needs of people in the 

community or locality.

19
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Performance Informed Budgeting

• Legal basis is DBM NBC No. 552, series 2014.
• Budgeting approach that uses performance information to determine use of budget.
• Performance information includes purpose, inputs, outputs, outcomes, and costs.
• Must support mandate, KRAs, sectoral, and organizational goals of the agency.

Performance Indicators

Input Output Outcome Impact

Resources 
staff , etc. PAP

Result 
(MFO) MDGSDGs

20
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Linking Budget to 

Procurement
Session Objective

In this session, the Participants are expected to increase 
their knowledge on Procurement Planning and its link 
to the budget.  Moreover, the Participants will also 
raise their awareness on the importance of adhering 
to an internal budget and procurement calendar in 
order to optimize the key activities involved in each 
budget phase. Lastly, the Participants are provided an 
opportunity to develop measurable indicators in crafting 
the Annual Investment Plans.
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SESSION PRETEST

1. ______________ is the annual slice of the Development Plan for Health that contains the yearly program for 
capital & operating requirements and is the basis for preparation of the annual budgets.

A) Annual Procurement Plan   
B) Annual Investment Plan
C)  Philippine Development Plan   
D) Millennium Development Plan

2. _______________ is the phase of the Budget Cycle where procurement is subsumed as an integral part. 

A) Budget Execution    
B) Budget Authorization
C) Budget Accountability    
D) Budget Planning

3. ________________________ represents additional budget derived from other sources such as Sin Tax monies 
that is appropriated to supplement budget for the public health sector.

A) Investment Plan    
B) Supplemental Budget
C) General Appropriations Act   
D) All of the Above

22
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Synchronizing Plan-Budget Calendar

Plan-Budget Linkage

Current Year
(Jan-Feb)

LEGEND:

Current Year
(March - Dec)

Budget Year
(Jan - Dec)

Investment 
Program

AIP
(1 yr)

Budget
Preparation

Budget
Review

Budget
Authorization

Budget
Execution

Budget
Accountability

Budget
Planning

ANNUAL BUDGET and
SUPPLEMENTAL BUDGET

Annual Investment 
Plan for Health 

LINK

INVESTMENT
PLANNING

6 years

3 to 6 years

1 year

BUDGET
1 year

SDGs  and Priority Plans
in Health

Philippine Development Plan
P
L
A
N
 
B
U
D
G
E
T

L
I
N
K
A
G
E

]
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Annual Investment Plan for Health

The Annual Investment Plan for Health is:

• An annual slice of the Development Plan for Health is the total resource requirements for all 
PPAs;

• A yearly program of expenditures both for capital and operating requirements; and
• The basis for preparation of annual and supplemental budgets.

Guidelines on AIP Preparation

• Categorized under general, social, economic, and other services sector.
• Sector Classification under NGAS.

Exercise: AIP Preparation

STEP 1
From your assigned case, pick out one health program
(Tuberculosis or AYRH or your Group’s Case project).

STEP 2
Prepare an AIP for that health program using the AIP template.

Preparation time: 20 minutes
Presentation time to the plenary: 15 minutes

Good luck!

Social Services

Health

Health Services
• Tuberculosis and other Infectious Diseases
• Family Planning

• Day Care
• Hospital
• Chest Clinic

Facilities Improvement Project

24



Session 3:
Overview of the Procurement Law:  

Rules on Consulting Services

Session Objective

The Participants are expected to have a clearer 
understanding of the concept of Procurement of 
Consulting Services in the context of the Government 
Procurement Reform Act (RA 9184).  The Participants 
will also understand the nuances of the procurement of 
Consulting Services and differences with procurement 
of General Services.  Lastly, the Participants are expected 
to increase knowledge in the relevant procurement 
guidelines pertaining to Consulting Services.
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SESSION PRETEST

1. __________________ is defined as procurement of other services for other types and Government activities as 
well as infrastructure projects requiring adequate external technical  beyond the capability and/or capacity of  
the GOP to undertake.

a) Procurement of Infrastructure Projects 
b) Highly Technical Consultant
c) Procurement of Consulting Services  
d) All of the Above

2. __________________ maybe real, potential or perceived situation that will prohibit a consultant to effectively 
carry out his/her work to the best interest of the client or agency.

A) Conflict of Interest   
B) Termination for Insolvency
C)  Foreign Consultant   
D) Force Majeure

3. __________________ the first stage of the procurement process where agency ensures that procurement is 
in accordance with the Annual Procurement Plan (APP) and Project Procurement Management Plan (PPMP) to 
determine readiness of the project and  is in line with the agency budget or Approved Budget for the Contract 
(ABC). 

A) Pre-Bid Conference   
B) Procurement Planning
C)  Pre-Procurement Conference  
D) Bid Documents

4. The BAC did not advertise the procurement of a consulting service in a newspaper of general nationwide 
circulation because the procurement was less than Php1M and the contract duration does not exceed 4 
months. Was the BAC correct in doing so?
 
a)  YES
b)  NO

5. ________________ is the procurement stage which is required at least once for those Consulting Projects 
costing Php1M and above, and held 12 days before the submission and opening of bids. 

a) Pre-Procurement Conference
b) Pre-Qualification
c) Pre-Bid Conference
d) Shortlisting

26
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Definition of Consulting Service

Consulting Services is defined as services for OTHER TYPES AND GOVERNMENT ACTIVITIES, as well 
as infrastructure projects requiring adequate external technical and professional expertise beyond 
the capability and/or capacity of Government to undertake, namely:

• Advisory and review services
• Risk Assessments
• Management and related services
• Technical services or special studies

Government Procurement

• Procurement is defined as the acquisition of goods, consulting services and the contracting of 
infrastructure projects by the procuring entity

• In case of mixed procurement, the nature of the procurement shall be based on the primary 
purpose of the contract

• Procurement also includes lease of goods and real estate
• Scope of procurement is from planning to contract implementation

 > Health professionals 
 > Researchers 

When are 
consultants 

needed?

• Projects and related activities of magnitude 
and scope can no longer be supplied by 
the current workforce.

• Projects and related activities require a 
level of expertise or attention beyond the 
optimum in-house capacity and capability.

27
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Types of Consultants to Hire

FILIPINO CONSULTANTS

• Individual
• Sole proprietorship
• Partnership, Corporation, Private Firms, Cooperative, 

Joint Venture with 60% Filipino ownership

FOREIGN CONSULTANTS

• Individual, sole proprietorship
• Partnership, Corporation, Joint Venture that does not 

meet 60% Filipino ownership

Conflict of Interest

What is “conflict of interest?”

• This may be real, potential or perceived.
• It is conflicted engagement with prior and/or current obligations with other clients/agency. 
• It is engagement that will prohibit a consultant to carry out assignments in the best interest of the 

client or agency.

FULL TIME CONSULTANT

• Beneficial to Government
• Leave of absence
• No double compensation
• Written consent of head of agency
• No conflict of interest 

PART TIME CONSULTANT

• Satisfy last three conditions
• Effective performance of his or her duty is 

not hampered

Can you hire a 
Government 
employee as 
consultant? Yes

28
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CS Bidding Process

Infrastructure and Goods Bidding Process

ADVERT/
POSTING

SUBMIT
ELIGIBILITY

REQS.

ELIGIBILITY
CHECK

SHORT 
LISTING

Pre Bid
Conference

Submission 
of 

Proposals

Pre Procurement 
Conference

Submission & 
Opening of 
Proposals

Bid Evaluation Negotiation

Not to exceed 
75 days

Post Qualification Contract Award

Not > 20 days

7 days
At least 12/30 

daysNot > 21 days

Not > 10 days 7 to 30 days

Pre-Bid Conference
Pre Procurement 

Conference
Advertisement

Bid Evaluation

Conducted in 1 
day

Post Qualification Contract Award

Within 10 days

7 days

5 to 7 days days
7 to 30 days

At least 12 days

Deadline for Submission of Bids Bid Opening
Preliminary Examination of Bids
(Eligibility & Technical Envelope 

+ Financial Envelope)

Pre-Bid Conference
Pre Procurement 

Conference
Advertisement

Bid Evaluation

Conducted in 1 
day

Post Qualification Contract Award

Within 10 days

7 days

5 to 7 days days
7 to 30 days

At least 12 days

Deadline for Submission of Bids Bid Opening
Preliminary Examination of Bids
(Eligibility & Technical Envelope 

+ Financial Envelope)

Pre-Bid Conference
Pre Procurement 

Conference
Advertisement

Bid Evaluation

Conducted in 1 
day

Post Qualification Contract Award

Within 10 days

7 days

5 to 7 days days
7 to 30 days

At least 12 days

Deadline for Submission of Bids Bid Opening
Preliminary Examination of Bids
(Eligibility & Technical Envelope 

+ Financial Envelope)

Pre-Bid Conference
Pre Procurement 

Conference
Advertisement

Bid Evaluation

Conducted in 1 
day

Post Qualification Contract Award

Within 10 days

7 days

5 to 7 days days
7 to 30 days

At least 12 days

Deadline for Submission of Bids Bid Opening
Preliminary Examination of Bids
(Eligibility & Technical Envelope 

+ Financial Envelope)
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Pre-Procurement Conference

This is the first stage of the Procurement Process where the BAC members, the BAC secretariat, the 
end-user unit and TWG meet to determine the RO’s readiness to undertake the procurement and:

• Ensure that procurement is in accord with PPMP and APP.
• Ensure bid documentation is complete.
• Determine the feasibility of project, if it is in line with the budget or ABC.
• Secure Agreements on following criteria:

REI Posting/Advertisement Requirement

The Pre Procurement Conference may be conducted for all projects as early as the approval of 
the NEP or towards the end of the current year in preparation for procurement activities for the 
ENSUING YEAR.

 > Eligibility screening;
 > Short listing, includes weights per criterion, required minimum score and preferred number of 

shortlisted consultants (three to seven consultants, with five as preferred); and
 > Evaluation of proposals (QCBE or QBE), and weights for technical and financial proposals. 

Medium
ABC ≤ PHP 1M / 

Duration of ≤ 
4 months

ABC > PHP 1M  /
Duration of >

4 months

Frequency

Newspaper No Yes Once

Agency Conspicuous Place Yes Yes Continuously for 7 days

PHIL GEPS Yes Yes Continuously for 7 days

Agency website Yes Yes Continuously for 7 days

Website of Funding Agency (FAP) Yes Yes Continuously for 7 days

30
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Exercise: Spot the Not

STEP 1
Divide yourselves into four (4) groups. Each group will be given an actual REI published in a 
newspaper.

STEP 2
Establish whether or not:

The contents of the REI are in accord with Section 21 of the GPRA/RA 9184 and its IRR.
• If not, what are missing contents?
• If not, is there any other unnecessary information supplied?
• If not, what are the errors found in the REI?

Time to prepare: 15 minutes
Time to report to the plenary: 2 minutes per group

Contents of REI

• Name and Contract for Bidding
• General statement on criteria to be used for

• Date, time, and  venue of:

• ABC
• Source of funding
• Period of availability of bid docs
• Name, address, contact number, fax, email, and website of designated person
• Any other relevant information

 > Eligibility
 > Shortlisting
 > Bid evaluation
 > Post qualification
 > Award

 > Deadline for submission of eligibility
 > Pre-bid conference
 > Deadline for submission of bids
 > Bid opening
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Eligibility Requirements

Class A Documents 
• Legal Documents

Eligibility Check

BAC to examine completeness of submitted documents:

• Using non-discretionary pass/fail of presence or absence of documents;
• Contents of Eligibility Requirements is contained in one (1) single sealed envelope duly marked; 

and
• Bidders may submit in lieu of each Class A document a certificate from the PHIL GEPS and/or 

from the agency registry system.

Class B Documents 
• Joint Venture Agreement or notarized statement that parties intend to enter into JVA

• Technical Documents

• Financial Documents

 > DTI/SEC/CDA Registration Certificate
 > Mayor’s permit from principal address of business

 > Statement of ongoing and completed projects
 > Statement of nationality, professional eligibility, and CV

 > Audited financial statement received by BIR
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Shortlisting

• Shortlisting is the process of determining the most qualified consultant for those that submitted 
eligibility requirements.

• The necessity to shortlist based on preferred and pre determined number. Limit the participating 
consultants to increase probability of award.

• Determination of shortlist by highest to lowest attained scores based on set criteria and weights.

Shortlisting Criteria and Weights

Criteria Total Weight (%)

1. Applicable experience of consultant or line up:
a. Overall experience of the firm;
b. In case of a new firm, individual experience of principal and key personnel; and
c. Times principal and key personnel employed by other consultants.

30

2. Qualification of personnel to be assigned to the job based vis-a-vis the 
extent of and complexity of the undertaking:
a. Education;
b. Work experience relative to proposed task or similar task; and
c. Number of years in the firm or performing similar task.

50

3. Current workload relative to job capacity.
a. Net financial Contracting Capacity or NFCC

20

These are GPPB prescribed weights. However, these are merely prescribed and not fixed and the agency/RO can change the criteria (add more or less as 
applicable and relevant to the activity to eb contracted) and weights as long as no particular criteria does not get a weight of more than 50%.
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Sample Short Listing Criteria

3rd Level Scoring 2nd Level Scoring 1st Level Scoring Remarks

Criteria Score (%) Points Points Points

I. Applicable experience of the consultant 
and members in case of JV, considering 
overall experience of company

30.00

1. Number of successfully implemented 
similar contracts of at least P10M of per 
project from 2010 to October 2014

10.00

9 contracts & above 100
7 to 8 contracts 90
5 to 6 contracts 80
3 to 4 contracts 70
1 to 2 contracts 60
No contract 0
2. Total value of successfully completed 
and/or ongoing projects within the last five 
years

10.00

70% of ABC and above 100
At least 50% of ABC 90
At least 40% of ABC 80
Below 30% of ABC 50
3. Must have at least five (5) similar 
completed projects

10.00

5 or more contracts 100
3 to 4 contracts 70
1 to 2 contracts 50
No contracts 0
II. Qualification of Personnel
(List Key Personnel)

50.00

A. Education
B. Experience
C. Training Certification & Relevant 
Credentials
D. Others ( assign as you deem necessary)
III. Current Workload in relation to Capacity 20.00

NFCC

Total 100.00
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Pre-Bid Conference

• Required at least once for bids costing ≥ PHP 1M
• Discretionary for bids below PHP 1M.
• Attendance of bidders is not mandatory.
• Held at least 12 days before submission and opening of bids.

Bid Submission

Technical Proposal:
• Bid security (valid up to 120 days)
• Organizational chart 
• List of completed and ongoing projects
• Approach, methodology, work plan, and schedule
• List of personnel (includes CV, qualification, and experience data)
• Omnibus statement

Financial Proposal:
• Price Offer

Form of Bid Security
Amount of Bid Security

(Percentage of ABC)

Cash or Cashier’s Check/Manager’s Check issued by Universal or 
Commercial Bank.

2%
Bank Draft/guarantee or irrevocable letter of credit issued by Universal 
or Commercial Bank.  Provided, however, that shall be confirmed or 
authenticated by a Universal or Commercial Bank in case it is issued by a 
foreign bank.

Surety Bond callable upon demand issued by surety or insurance 
company certified by the Insurance Commission to issue such security. 5%

Bid Securing Declaration Bidder’s attestation

Any combination thereof .
Proportionate to share of form 
with respect to total amount of 

bid security
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QBE Bid Submission

QCBE Bid Submission

Submission of Technical and Financial Proposals

Approval or disapproval of BAC recommendation

Opening of TECHNICAL Proposals

Notification of HRB for Negotiation

Evaluation and Ranking of TECHNICAL Proposals

Opening of Financial Proposal of HRB

BAC Recommendation for approval of HRB (Resolution)

Negotiations

Submission of Technical and Financial Proposals

Ranking and determination of HRB

Opening of TECHNICAL Proposals

Approval or disapproval of BAC Recommendation

Notification of qualified consultants
meeting minimum technical rating

Send out Notification of HRB for Negotiations

Opening and Evaluation of Financial Proposals

Negotiations

The Quality Based Evaluation (QBE) 
is a bid evaluation process that is 
used for highly technical projects 
or engagements that involve new 
technology such as those used in 

information technology and complex 
infrastructure designs.  

In the QBE, the technical proposal 
is the main driver for awarding the 
project.  The financial proposal, as 

long as it is within the ABC, does not 
carry an evaluation weight.

Unlike in QBE, the Quality Cost Based 
Evaluation (QCBE) evaluation process 

allocates a certain weight on the 
financial proposal.  

Most agencies tend to use this 
process as both the technical and 
financial proposals are considered 

and evaluated to derive at the Highest 
Rated Bid (HRB).
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How to evaluate bids?

Rate numerically against criteria and weights:
• Collegial rating

• Individual rating

• Numerical ratings based on QBE or QCBE Procedure.

 > Evaluation is done as a group
 > Rating is a consensus among BAC evaluators

 > Each evaluator assigns numerical rates
 > Rates are tabulated and ranked in descending order
 > Highest to lowest rates are disregarded to eliminate bias

 > Audited financial statement received by BIR

Suggested Bid Evaluation Criteria Recommended Weight (%)

1. Quality of personnel
a. Suitability of key staff
b. General qualifications and competence
c. Education and training of key staff

10

2. Experience and capability of consultant
a. Records of previous engagement, quality of performance under similar projects
b. Relationship with previous and current clients
c. Overall work commitments
d. Geographical distribution of projects
e. Preferential attention provided by consultants to the project

30

3. Plan of approach and methodology
a. Clarity, feasibility, innovativeness, and comprehensiveness of planned approach

b. Quality of interpretation of project problems, risks, and suggested solutions

60
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Bid Evaluation:  QCBE Computation

Total Score Computation in QCBE

• Lowest financial proposal is assigned 100 points
• Other financial proposals are scored using the formula:

• Determine HRB using the formula:

Where:

Sf= Financial Score
FP= Financial Proposal
FPn = Financial Proposal of bidder

Where:

S = Total score
St = Technical Score
Sf = Financial Score
T = Weight given to Technical Proposal
F = Weight given to Financial Proposal

S = +(St  x  T%)   (Sf  x  F%)

Sf = x100 FP lowest
FPn
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Exercise:  Technical Ranking

Evaluator Consultant 1 Consultant 2 Consultant 3 Consultant 4 Consultant 5

A 93 75 79 81 85

B 90 86 78 81 81

C 95 94 75 80 85

D 82 86 70 78 81

E 79 95 72 82 82

Average (5E)

Rank

To eliminate any bias of any evaluator, the highest and lowest scores per consultant/bidder should 
be removed to arrive at the average of 3 evaluators

Average (3E)

Rank

Did the rankings change when you removed the highest and lowest scores?
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Exercise:  QCBE

Financial Bids:
• C1 = PHP 1,200,000
• C2 = PHP 1,200,000
• C3 = PHP 1,750,000
• C4 = PHP 1,000,000
• C5 = PHP 1,250,000

T is given 70%
F is given 30%

What to do?

• Rank  technical proposal of consultants from highest to low-
est.

• Rank financial proposals from highest to lowest.
• Find total score on combined T and F proposals.
• Who is HRB?
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Negotiations
Negotiations are conducted between the BAC and the HRB on the following points:

 (1) The BAC may also want to negotiate some activity costs that may be redundant thus lowering contract cost;
(2) The Professional Fee of the consultant is not subject to negotiation

• TOR, scope of services
• Methodology and work program
• Services, facilities, and data to be provided
• Provisions of the ensuing contract
• Financial proposal (only in case of QBE)

• Qualifications of key personnel and 
compensation

• Number of man-months
• Personnel assigned to specific task
• Schedule of activities
• Over-qualified personnel commensurate 

with compensation of other personnel with 
appropriate qualifications

Points of discussion and clarification Points for consideration

Important Considerations

• Negotiations is completed within 10 days. 
• In case negotiation with HRB fails, BAC terminates the negotiation and invites second-highest 

ranked consultant for negotiations.
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Post Qualification

• Conduct physical verification, validation of the veracity of submitted documents of HRB:

• Conduct within seven (7) days after successful negotiation.

CLASS A and B DOCUMENTS

• Particularly Audited Financial Statements
• Completed and ongoing contracts for satisfactory implementation of projects, etc.

Notice of Award

• If the HRB is approved, the HOPE will immediately issue the Notice of Award (NOA).
• In case of post-disqualification, negotiate with the 2nd highest rated bid. Disqualification should 

be expressed in writing.
• Upon issuance of the NOA, award of contract shall be subject to the following conditions:

• Submission of JVA, if applicable, within 10 days;
• Posting of performance security (within 10 days from receipt of NOA);
• Signing of contract (within 10 days).
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Instructions

• Review your WG outputs for the day.
• Based from today’s learning, you may either:

Check Point

• Discuss among group members the Criteria for Evaluation.
• How will you break each major criterion and assigned weights to fit the required criteria for a 

Consultant needed for your Case Project?
• For example:

• End goal is to build, improve, and concretize your ideas as we progress through the training 
program.

 > Change/amend your outline/output;
 > Add more flesh and substance to your output;
 > Revise your output;
 > Ask clarification on burning issues that would help you through your current challenge.

 > Education
X number of points/percentage for PHD; X number of points/percentage for MA; X number of 
points/percentage for BS/BA. 

 > Note:  Total number of points/percentage per criteria should equal the total points/percentage.

Banking of Ideas



Day 2

Module 1:
Procurement Planning,
Bid Preparation,
TOR/SOW Development

Session Flow

Session 4
Contract Implementation and Alternative Methods of Procurement

Session 5
Red Flags of Procurement:  The “COAbles”

Session 6
Procurement Planning

Learning Objectives

The learning objectives for today’s session is to increase knowledge of Contract 
Implementation and Bid Preparation.  Moreover, the Participants are taught how to detect 
red flags in procurement in order to avoid COA disallowances and adverse findings. 



Session 4:
Contract Implementation and 

Alternative Methods of Procurement

Session Objectives

 In this Session, the Participants are expected to 
increase their knowledge in provisions pertaining 
Contract Implementation such as contract suspension/
termination and imposition of damages due to 
delays.  The Participants are also expected to learn the 
correct application of the use of Alternative Method of 
Procurement for consulting Services in accord with the 
law.  
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SESSION PRETEST

1. The scope of procurement is from ___________ to ____________.
 
a) Budget preparation; Signing of Contract
b) Planning; Award of Contract
c) APP; Negotiations
d) Planning; Contract Implementation

 
2. ______________ does not exceed 20% of the total project cost as approved by the head of procuring entity 
and is disclosed at the time of the bidding.

a) Sub-Contracting     
b) Price Escalation
c)  Joint Venture     
d) Variation Order

3. ________________ an amount requested and released to a consultant for mobilization purposes which does 
not exceed 15% and requires a submission of stand by letter of credit from a bank.
 
a)  Bid Security
b)  Performance Security
c) Warranty Security
d) Advance Payment

4. The BAC can approve the use of alternative modes of procurement in lieu of public bidding as deemed 
advantageous to the procuring entity.
 
a)  YES
b) NO

5.   A consulting service project was has encountered two failed biddings and the procuring entity wanted to 
bid it through using alternative mode of procurement. Which alternative mode should they apply? 

a)  Negotiated Procurement
b)   Direct Contracting
c)  Repeat Order
d)  Shopping 
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Scope of Procurement

Contract Implementation

• Contract Implementation period starts when the Notice to Proceed (NTP) is issued and 
acknowledged by winning Consultant

• Stipulations of the Contract are adhered to and monitored by the procuring entity’s PMO

• Cost of Consulting Services is fixed even if time extension is warranted and granted

 > Creation of monitoring team in case there is no assigned PMO

Planning & Bid 
Preparation

Bidding 
Process

Contract 
Implementation

CAFAPP
M & E / 

PIR
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Notice to Proceed

• This is issued three (3) days after signing of contract provided all required documentation were 
provided, including:

• PE through BAC Secretariat shall post NTP and approved contract in the PHIL GEPS and PE 
website within 15 days from issuance of NTP.

Advance Payment

• Should not exceed 15% of total contract price.
• Consultant must submit written request for advance payment and must submit irrevocable 

standby letter of credit equal to the advance payment.

 > Reduction of standby LC by the amounts refunded in the advance payment.
 > Recovered by deducting from progress payments until fully liquidated.

 > JV Agreement
 > Performance Security
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Liquidated Damages

• Represents 1/10th of 1% of the cost of unperformed portion for every day of delay.
• Automatic rescinding of contract when sum of liquidated damages reaches 10% of contract 

amount.

Provisions on Sub-Contracting

• Does not exceed 20% of total project cost.
• Not permitted in material or significant portions of the project, as specified in bidding 

documents.
• With approval of head of procuring entity.
• Main Consultant not exempt from liability from sub-contracted portions.
• Disclosed at the time of the bidding.

Suspension of Work

• Due to force majeure.
• PE Circumstances have changed.
• Unsatisfactory performance of Consultant.

Termination of Work

• Outside force majeure, Consultant failed to perform/submit outputs and deliverable causing 
delays to the project.

• In case of force majeure, Consultant fails to deliver major portions of the outputs and 
deliverable/s 60 days after the circumstance no longer exists.

• Consultant fails to perform its duties and obligations stipulated in contract.
• Consultant engages in unlawful acts.
• Untimely death and insolvency.
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Alternative Modes of Procurement

• BAC through Resolution recommends use of alternative methods.
• HOPE approves based on justifiable reasons.
• Most advantageous to Government.
• Method is indicated in the APP.

Limited Source Bidding

Direct Contracting 

Repeat Order

Shopping

Negotiated Procurement

Competitive Bidding is default mode

Alternative

Availability of 
Alternative Methods

Goods

• Limited Source Bidding 

• Direct Contracting

• Repeat Order

• Shopping 

• Negotiated Procurement

Consulting Services
• Limited Source Bidding

• Negotiated Procurement

Infrastructure Projects • Negotiated Procurement
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Limited Source Bidding for CS

• Also known as Selective Bidding
• Involves direct invitation to participate from list of pre-selected consultants

 > List to come from relevant Government authority

• Pre-selection is based upon capability and resources of bidders to perform contract
 > Past experience, performance, key line up & financial

• All other procedures for competitive bidding shall be undertaken except advertisement of REI

Negotiated Procurement for CS

• PE directly negotiates with a technically, legally & financially capable consultant
• Conditions for application in any of the following:

 > Failure of 2 biddings
 > Emergency cases
 > Take over of contracts
 > Agency to agency
 > Highly technical consultants
 > Small value procurement
 > NGO participation
 > Community participation

• Performance Security may be dispensed with
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Exercise:  Check Your Knowledge on
Alternative Methods of Procurement 

Work Group: Distinguishing Alternative Methods of Procurement

•   Group yourselves into four (4) groups.
•   Each envelope contains various shapes. 
•   Choose three pieces to form one square.
•   This will reveal the different alternative methods of procurement, its definition, and application.
•   There should be five (5) squares formed at the end of this timed exercise
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Session 5:
Red Flags of Procurement:  

The “COAbles”

Session Objectives

In this Session, the Participants are expected 
to increase their awareness on the common 
misuse and abuse in procurement, which 
leads to the findings of the Commission on 
Audit (COA) Auditors.  The Participants are 
also expected to increase their awareness on 
fraudulent acts, irregularities and anomalies 
in procurement transactions that may be 
punishable under the law.  
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SESSION PRETEST

1. ______________ involves deliberate and deceptive acts with the intention of obtaining an unauthorized 
benefit such as money, property or services by deception and other unethical means. 

a) Fraud
b) Graft
c) Bribery
d) Conflict of Interest

2. ___________________ is an illicit practice that involves contractors/consultants to form an agreement where 
the effect is to eliminate or limit competition whenever an agency conducts public procurement.

a)   Simulated Bidding 
b)    Bid Rigging
c)   Bid Rotation
d)   All of the above

 
3. _______________ leads to opportunity for grease money and higher transaction costs.

a) Delayed/Expedited Payment    
b) Phantom Attendees
c) Ghost Employees
d) Conflict of Interest
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Mismanagement and Fraud

• Poor, disconnected, and untimely accounting systems and disintegrated approaches to financial 
management provide opportunities for fraud.  

• These also serve to cover it up, and, worse still, if fraud is discovered or reported, they make it 
impossible to identify and punish those responsible.

Things to keep in mind:

Fraud involves deliberate and deceptive acts with the 
intention of obtaining an unauthorized benefit, such 
as money, property or services, by deception or other 
unethical means.
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Things to keep in mind:

Fraud detection is more a matter of mindset rather than 
of routine methodology.  It involves being aware of how 
fraud can occur, particularly when and where it is most 
likely to be found. 

Fraud Detection Difficulties

• Fraud usually involves acts designed to conceal it.
• Fraud often involves concealment through falsification of documents or collusion among 

management, staff members, or third parties.

But then...

Most crimes committed in an organizational context are similar in concept, and only different in the 
manner of execution, and the past is a guide to the future.  

Therefore the key is to:

• Focus on exceptions, oddities, irregularities, patterns, and  suspicious things.  
• Only 10% of the time  will a regular auditor detect fraud.

(Bologna and Lindquist 1995: 32)
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Detecting Fraud

Conduct Price Validation Surveys

Tuttnauer Heavy Duty Sterilizer
purchased by
East Avenue Medical Center at PHP 1,830,000

Purchase Price: PHP 8,830,000
(six units or an average of PHP 1,465,000/unit)
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Same item locally purchased
by the Audit team at price of PHP 16K

Same item locally purchased
by the Audit team at price of PHP 13,500
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Shie Sheng Industrial Co. Ltd.
Electronic Clinical Bed SS616
$1,170 or PHP 60,840,000

Jung Mei Medical Instruments Co. Ltd.
Auto-ICU Bed Model 2001-O
$680 or PHP 35,360

or

UGM Medisys - 
Apollo Medical Equipment and 
Supplies
PHP 545,000
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Common Anomalies
and Irregularities

Courtesy of Commissioner H. Mendoza and
Expanded by C. Belisario for HPDP
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Contracts

• Abandonment of contract after receipt of 15%  advance payment / mobilization fee
• Changes in key staff/line up during implementation
• Sub-contracting major portions of project due to overlapping commitments
• Double charging of activity costs and reimbursable costs

Common Procurement Fraud

Public Bidding
• Bid Rigging
• Simulated Bidding
• Bid Rotation

Other alternative modes

Collusive Bidding, Price Fixing or Bid Rigging

Groups of prospective contractors/consultants form an agreement or arrangement, the effect of 
which is to eliminate or limit competition. (e.g. Contractors/consultants agree in private that one of 
them will bid lower than the others)

• Liquidated damages not enforced
• Failure to recoup 15% advance payment
• Non-submission of performance security

 > Creation of monitoring team in case there is no assigned PMO
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Exerting Undue Influence

• Members of the BAC, TWG during Bid Evaluation exerts undue influence on others to favor a 
particular consultant.

• They may provide unnecessary side comments on methodology or product of non-favored 
consultant.

• They may assert their position during the bid evaluation process.

Fraudulent Schemes

These are related to Negotiation:

• Original contract is awarded through a rigged bidding.
• Contract is negotiated despite unsatisfactory performance of consultant in the previous contracts.

Connivance Between Employees and Consultant

Be on the lookout for:

• Frequent unaccompanied meetings with bidder.
• Advance information prior to actual bidding.
• Unauthorized disclosure of tender information.
• Short period between the issuance of  bid docs to actual bidding.
• Changing dates of actual bidding.
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Biased TOR

Some biases:

• Tailor-fitted requirements.
• Rigid qualifications and unnecessary certifications.
• Requirements do not qualify as external expertise.

Conflict of Interest

Conflict of Interest occurs when a person or organization acts on behalf of another individual or 
organization; and has or appears to have a hidden bias or self-interest in the activity undertaken; and 
the hidden bias or self-interest is actually or potentially adverse to the individuals or organization 
being represented; and the hidden bias or self-interest is not made known to the individual or 
organization being represented. 

Some examples of conflict of interest:
• Employees being suppliers themselves.
• Employees with limited interest over the particular contract involved.
• Participating companies are wholly owned or partly owned by officials/employees of the 

Government.
• Former employees acting as consultants and actively exercising undue influence.

Favoritism in Evaluation of Tenders

Watch out for these red flags:

• Large room for discretion.
• Accepting bid modifications even if bids have already been opened.
• Accepting late requirements/bids.
• Absence of a uniform criteria in the evaluation of a bid.
• Non-transparent post qualification.
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Delayed / Expedited Payment

This may lead to:

• Opportunity for grease money.
• Higher transaction costs.

Fraud Detection

One of the keys to success in detecting fraud is the prospective “detector’s” ability to spot the 
unusual, the-out-of place, and the oddities, whether in:

• Timing (day, week, month, year or season);
• Place (too many, too few);
• Frequency (too high, too low);
• Job responsibility and relationships (estrangement among parties, management performing 

clerical functions);
• Quantity (too high, too low, too consistent, too alike, too different);
• Explanation (too contrived, inconsistent).

Other Forms of Fraud In CapDev/Training Activities

• Phantom attendees in workshops, forged signatures of service recipients.
• Charging of activity expenses not conducted:

 > Consultant’s visit/travel;
 > Workshop events;
 > Issuance of per diem to “ghost Participants.”
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Discovery of a Red Flag

Match the red flag to the potential scheme:

• Unusually high bids from all bidders could indicate rigged bidding;
• Acceptance of hig- priced, mediocre performances could indicate kickbacks;
• Payment of a claim without an Official Receipt, boarding pass, etc.

Tips  in Detecting Red Flag

• Look for other red flags of the potential scheme. In case of phantom vendor/venue

• If there are significant indicators of the suspected scheme, inquire if there are legitimate 
explanations.

• Validate explanations and justifications submitted.
• When explanations cannot be validated, document possible motives.
• Document the manner of concealment.

 > Check vendor’s contact details;
 > Ocular of premises;
 > Check registration with the DTI/SEC;
 > Confirm from other Government. regulatory bodies.
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Session 6:
Procurement Planning

Session Objectives

The Participants are expected to increase their 
awareness of proper procurement planning 
leading to better procurement outcomes.  The 
Participants should be able to apply in their 
work place the practice of proper filling of 
the Project Procurement Management Plan 
for program activity procurement.  For new 
Bids and Awards Committee (BAC) Secretariat 
Participants, they should be able to apply the 
proper PPMP Consolidation into an Annual 
Procurement Plan (APP). 
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SESSION PRETEST

1. _________________ prepared by the end-user which contains type and objective of the contract to be 
employed including the extent or size of contract scope and packages.

a) Annual Procurement Plan  
b) Approved Budget for the Contract
c) Project Procurement Management Plan
d) None of the Above

2. _____________ is consistent with the approved annual budget, approved by the HOPE based on the 
consolidated PPMPs by the BAC Secretariat from various end-user units.

a) Supplemental Budget    
b) Annual Procurement Plan
c) Contract Implementation   
d) Evaluation Criteria
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Procurement Scope

Procurement 
Planning

Bid Preparation
Draft & Finalize TORs
Draft Bid Documents
Draft Contract
Pre Procurement 
Conference
Develop Tools for 
Contract 
Management (M&E)

Conduct Bidding 
Process

Contract 
Implementation

And 

Contract 
Management 
(Monitoring and 
Evaluation of 
Consultant 
Performance)
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Procurement Planning

Revision of PPMP

DBM issue
Budget Call

DBM issue
Budget Call

Prepare the Work Financial Plan 
(WFP)

Revise WFP and PPMP

Submit to BAC

Prepare PPMP Clearing House

Submit PPMP to Budget OfficeSubmit WFP to Budget Office

Evaluate WFP Evaluate WFP

Include PPMP in Budget Proposal
Forward Budget Proposal and 

PPMPs to BAC Secretariat

Secretariat consolidates PPMPs 
into APP

Secretariat consolidates revised 
PPMPs into updated APP

Secretariat consolidates PPMPs 
into APP

Approve ApproveYes

Yes

No

No

No

Approves APP
Approve

updated APPYes

HO
PE

BA
C

Bu
dg

et
 O

ffi
ce

En
d-

Us
er

s

Review PPMP

Review WFP Revise PPMP
BAC Secretariat updates 

APP

Director of Procuring Unit 
approves WFP

Submit revised PPMP 
to BAC

BAC recommends 
approval by HOPE

Approves APP

Include a new 
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Project Procurement Management Plan

Contents:

1. Include whether PAPs will be contracted out, implemented by the administration, or consigned; 
2. Type and objective of the contract to be employed; 
3. Extent or size of contract scope and packages; 
4. Procurement method to be adopted, indicating if the procurement is to be outsourced;
5. Schedule for each procurement activity and for the contract implementation; and
6. Estimated budget for the general components of the contract.

The PPMP is a document prepared by the end-user units, which reflects the different PAPs, as well as 
the mode of procurement to be undertaken for the succeeding calendar year, in consideration of the 
DOH Budget Proposal.

Courtesy of F. Laperal
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Exercise: PPMP

• Consolidate smaller support activities that may be implemented under one (1) Consulting 
package.

• For a more efficient utilization of funds in procurement, these questions may be answered:

• Report your group’s output.

1. What activities may be implemented as part of a bigger contract framework?

2. What activities may be implemented as a stand alone activity?
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The Annual Procurement Plan

Requirements

• Consistent with approved annual budget.
• BAC Secretariat consolidates PPMP from various units.
• HOPE approves APP.
• Items procured are:

• No procurement is undertaken unless in accord with APP.

 > Required for day-to-day operation; and
 > In pursuit of a principal mandate.

APP

PPMP 
End-user B

PPMP 
End-user C

PPMP
End-user A • The APP is the document 

that consolidates the various 
PPMPs submitted by the 
various PMOs and end-user 
units within the Procuring 
Entity. 

• It reflects the entirety of the 
procurement activities that 
will be undertaken by the 
Procuring Entity within the 
calendar year.

Courtesy of F. Laperal
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Contents

1. Name of the project/procurement; 
2. PMO or end-user unit; 
3. General description of the project/procurement (general description of requirements and 

quantities, where applicable); 
4.  Procurement methods to be adopted, and indicating if the procurement tasks are to be 

outsourced;
5. Time schedule for each procurement activity; and
6.  ABC.

• Include all activities for the year.
• Include only crucial procurements.
• Factor foreseeable emergencies.
• Regularly reviewed and updated.

Exercise: APP

• Using your assigned case and the PPMP as basis, develop the procurement milestone activities, 
indicating the mode of procurement and relevant information in the APP.

• Report your Group’s output.
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Procurement Strategy

• The procurement strategy is the 
approach adopted by the BAC 
in the procurement of items 
included in the APP. 

• The BAC, through the help of the 
TWG and the Secretariat, shall 
determine the best options for 
the Procuring Entity. 

• The BAC should determine the 
extent of diversity, quantities, 
quality, cost, the supply market, 
and other characteristics of the 
procuring entity’s requirements 
for the year. 

• The BAC may also have to 
decide on procurement through 
bid lots and contract packages.

Important Considerations

To expedite procurement process for ensuing year:

• Conduct procurement planning simultaneous with the budget preparation;
• Adjust procurement plan based on the approved GAA and NEP; and
• Pre-procurement conference for recurring PAP maybe held in advance.
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Instructions

• Review your WG outputs for the day
• Based from today’s learning, you may either:

 > Change/amend your outline/outputs
 > Add more flesh and substance to your outputs
 > Revise your outputs 
 > Ask clarification on burning issues that would help you through your current challenge

• End goal is to build, improve & concretize your ideas as we progress through the training 
program

Check Point

• To recap today’s session, you will need to discuss with your group and arrive at a consensus on 
the following:

 > Determine the appropriate mode of procurement
 > Ensure that if alternative mode of procurement will be used, there are no COA violations (e.g. Splitting 

of contracts, etc.)
 > Ensure that the proposed case project is reflected in the PPMP and APP



Day 3

Module 1:
Procurement Planning,
Bid Preparation,
TOR/SOW Development

Session Flow

Session 7
Introduction to Bid Preparation/Costing

Session 8
Setting Evaluation Criteria for Shortlisting of Bids

Learning Objective

The learning objectives for today’s session is to increase knowledge of Contract 
Implementation and Bid Preparation. 



Session 7:
Introduction to

Bid Preparation/Costing

Session Objectives

 The Participants are expected to increase 
knowledge in accurately determining the 
cost and Approved Budget for the Contract 
(ABC) for their respective outsourcing projects.  
The Participants are also expected to fully 
understand how each key player’s roles (e.g. 
End User Unit, BAC and the PMO) play an 
integral role in the success of a procurement.    
Finally, the Participants are expected to apply 
these learning into practical application in their 
work place.
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SESSION PRETEST

1. _________________ is the amount computed based on the conduct market research and historical data to 
arrive at expert’s Professional Fees and other costs for the project. 

a) Procurement Report   
b) Feasibility Study
c) Approved Budget for the Contract 
d) Annual Procurement Plan

2. A Pre-prrocurement process that usually takes the longest time to conduct next to contract implementation. 

a) Pre-Procurement Conference   
b) Bid Preparation
c) Award of Contract
d) Advertisement

3. _______________ is responsible in managing and monitoring contract implementation of the project/
program.

a) Project Management Office   
b) Technical Working Group
c) Bids and Awards Committee   
d) BAC Secretariat

4. ______________________ ensures the smooth implementation of the project as per the provisions of the 
signed contract. 

a) Notice to Proceed
b) Contract Signing
c) Bids and Awards Committee  
d) Contracts Management
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Procurement Scope

Bid Preparation

Requirements:

• This stage usually takes the longest time next to contract implementation.
• Voluminous documents to prepare, which is initiated by the PMO End User:

• BAC takes on responsibility once ALL preparatory documentation are complete and in order.
• BAC TWG drafts Bid Documents together with representative of PMO End User .

 > PPMP;
 > TORs;
 > Criteria setting;
 > Estimate corresponding ABC; and
 > Expenditure is in line with ABM or approved SARO.

Procurement 
Planning

Bid Preparation
Draft & Finalize TORs
Draft Bid Documents
Draft Contract
Pre Procurement 
Conference
Develop Tools for 
Contract 
Management (M&E)

Conduct Bidding 
Process

Contract 
Implementation

And 

Contract 
Management 
(Monitoring and 
Evaluation of 
Consultant 
Performance)
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Cost Factors Behind the ABC

Preparing the Costing

Requirements:

• The standard practice is a 30-70 allocation:

• Remuneration costs include Management Fee, which is a fixed percentage of remuneration costs.
• Direct, Indirect Costs, Reimbursable, and Contingency form part of the 70% project/direct costs.

 > 30% maximum is allocated for remuneration costs.
 > 70% is allocated for project and direct costs.

Setting the ABC

Requirements:

• ABC is in accord with the approved appropriation and budget.
• Conduct market research of the cost to provide services:

• Include estimates for management fee and contingencies. 

 > Historical data;
 > Average cost of expert’s PF commensurate to the level of expertise needed;
 > Factor in direct and indirect costs;

Approved Budget 
for Contract

Remuneration 
Costs

• Basic Rates
• Billing Factor
• Management Fee

Reimbursable 
Costs

* Agreed Fixed 
Rates

*Actual Cost

Indirect Costs:
e.g. Operational 
costs, rent etc.

Direct Costs
e.g. activities

Contingency 
• (5% of contract max.)
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Exercise: Preparing the ABC

1. Brainstorm a possible outsourcing project based on your assigned case. Check the following:
• Components;
• Experts needed; and
• Key and mandatory activities.

2. Quantify your ABC by breaking your estimates according to the following:
• Remuneration costs;
• Reimbursable costs;
• Other Direct costs;
• Other Indirect costs;
• Management Fee; and
• Contingency.

3. Total your estimates and check if within budget appropriation:
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Tips

• “Haste makes waste.” 
• Failure of procurement stems from poor planning and bid preparation.
• Estimates and ABC are not a “guess-timate.”
• Ensuring proper lead time. Drafting of the TOR entails a lot of work:

 > Terms of Reference and Scope of Work;
 > Sub-components;
 > Needed Key Experts, etc.;
 > Criteria setting.  
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PMO-End User’s Responsibility

Procurement in line with APP

Preparation of the TOR / SOW

Select Criteria and Weights

Prepare Estimates

Check PPMP/APP and 
timelines

All components and parameters

QCBE vs. QBE

Based from GAA/NEP

Check Allocation
Act as resource in the

 Pre-procurement 
Conference

Desired outputs in line with 
program objective

Eligibility, shortlist, Bid

Based from all components
of TOR

S
T
E
P

1
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BAC’s Responsibility

Ensure procurement is in line with APP

Lead in bid document preparation

Conduct bidding activities

Ensure all legal documentation/
contract provisions are in order

Ensure correct criteria and weights Completeness of bid documents

Timelines, method
indicated in PPMP

From issuance of REI

Resolution, draft contract

Approved allocation,
Availability of funds 

To Award of Contract

Based from all components
of TOR

S
T
E
P

2
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Contracts Management (PMO)

Establish Monitoring Team

Develop Framework for M and E

Develop M and E Tool

Multi-sectoral team

Easy to use

Approval from Head of PE

Anchored on TOR Outputs, 
implementation outlines, contract

S
T
E
P

3

Keep it simple Normative vis-à-vis 
actual

Risk Register
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Key Considerations

Target considerations:

• Normative vis-à-vis actual accomplishments.
• Preparation matrix of milestone activities and corresponding output/deliverable.
• Cost overruns and changes in scope of work.
• Frequency of the review progress:

 > Mid term; and
 > Final review.

Contracts Management

What does this entail?

• Ensure smooth implementation of the project.
• Monitor and evaluate progress and performance:

• Mitigate risks from external factors; identify risk registers. 
• Physical presence and visibility of End-User person.
• Constant communication, feedback, and reporting.

 > Speed versus efficiency;
 > Effectiveness of the intervention;
 > Activities, output, and targets are met in timely manner;
 > Quality of the output;
 > Rate of utilization of funds; and
 > Client satisfaction.
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Risk Register

• A Risk Register is a tool to mitigate any external factors that may impede/hamper meeting targets 
and progress. External factors may be:

• The tool must be revisited regularly throughout project duration.

 > Change in political leadership;
 > Peace and security;
 > Cultural beliefs, etc.; and
 > Shift in power matrix of key stakeholders.

For Discussion

• In monitoring the Consultant’s performance and progress of the project, what are the important 
considerations to link performance and progress?

• How you would link performance and progress?
• Challenges and external factors may arise during implementation. How do you plan to pro-

actively address these problems?
• How often must you monitor progress?

Tips

• Success of procurement depends on all key players.
• Create synergy by synchronizing tasks in bid preparation.
• Levelling of expectations to ensure alignment of expected outputs.
• It is okay to consult and ask whenever in doubt.
• Frequency of meetings.
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Session 8:
Setting Evaluation Criteria: 

Shortlisting and Bid Evaluation

Session Objective

In this Session, the Participants will learn how to develop the 
desired criteria, sub-criteria, and assign weights that will be 
helpful in their outsourcing needs.
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SESSION PRETEST

1. ___________________ is a unique process only present in procurement of Consulting Services that 
determines the most eligible consultant among those that submitted its eligibility documents to the BAC.

a) Negotiations
b) Single stage bidding
c) Eligibility check
d) Shortlisting

  
2. What is the minimum and maximum range number of shortlist allowed by the procurement law?

a) 3 but not more than 7
b) 2 but not more than 6
c) 5 but not more than 7
d) 3 but not more than 5

3. Among the criteria for shortlisting ____________ is given the given biggest consideration and weight.

a) Applicable Experience of Consultant
b) Current Work Load
c) Qualification of Personnel to be Assigned to the Project
d) Bid Tender
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Short Listing

• Shortlisting is the process of determining the most qualified consultant among those that 
submitted eligibility requirements.

• The necessity to shortlist is based on a preferred and pre-determined number. (Not more than 
seven (7) but not less than three (3) Consultants.)

• Limit the participating consultants to increase probability of award.
• Determination of shortlist: Highest to lowest attained scores based on set criteria and weights.
• In determining the short list, the BAC should agree on a set of criteria and coresponding weights 

used in evaluation.
• The BAC should also agree on a set and pre-determined minimum passing score (e.g. 75 points)
• Only the top five or three bidders that passed the minimum passing score shall be invited to 

submit technical and financial bids.
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Short Listing Criteria and Weights

Suggested Short Listing Criteria

Criteria Total Weight (%)

1. Applicable experience of consultant or line up:
     a. Overall experience of the firm;

     b. In case of a new firm, individual experience of principal and key personnel; and

     c. Times principal and key personnel employed by other consultants.

30

2. Qualification of personnel to be assigned to the job based vis-a-vis ex-
tent of and complexity of the undertaking:
     a. Education;

     b. Work experience relative to proposed task or similar task; and

     c. Number of years in the firm or performing similar task.

50

3. Current workload relative to job capacity. 20

Exercise: Short Listing Criteria

• Break down the Shortlisting Categories into more quantifiable points.
• Choose the apt criteria and possible points per criterion per the Roles, Tasks, and Responsibilities 

outlined in SOW for project.
• Assign corresponding percentage per criterion. 
• Your total number of percentage should equal 100 %.
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Bid Evaluation Criteria and Weights

Suggested Bid Evaluation Criteria
Recommended 

Weight (%)

1. Quality of personnel:
a. Suitability of key staff;

b. General qualifications and competence; and

c. Education and training of key staff.

10

2. Experience and capability of consultant:
a. Records of previous engagement, quality of performance under similar projects;

b. Relationship with previous and current clients;

c. Overall work commitments;

d. Geographical distribution of projects; and

e. Preferential attention provided by Consultants to the project.

30

3. Plan of approach and methodology:
a. Clarity, feasibility, innovativeness, and comprehensiveness of planned approach;

b. Quality of interpretation of project problems, risks, and suggested solutions.

60

Exercise: Assigning Weights

• In the handout provided, you must assign the corresponding weights for each criterion.
• During the group discussion, come up with set of questions to satisfy per criterion. This helps in 

the appreciation of your set criteria
• Check that your totals amount to 100%.
• Present your group’s output.
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Instructions

• Review your WG output for the day.
• Based from today’s learning, you may either:

Check Point

At the end of the day, you would want to discuss with your group mates the following

• Do you have a TOR outline?
• Are you satisfied with your cost estimates?
• Does the cost estimate include all relevant components?
• Satisfied with Selection of Criteria & Weights?
• QCBE or QBE?

• End goal is to build, improve and concretize your ideas as we progress through the training 
program.

 > Change/amend your outline/output;
 > Add more substance to your output;
 > Revise your output;
 > Ask for clarification on burning issues that would help you through your current challenge.



Day 4

Module 1:
Procurement Planning,
Bid Preparation,
TOR/SOW Development

Session Flow

Session 9
Elements of Sound TOR/SOW and Project Conceptualization

Session 10
Bidding Documents

Learning Objectives

In this Session, the Participants are expected to have an increased skill to draft a Terms of 
Reference (TOR) and Scope of Services (SOS) or Scope of Work (SOW).  The Participants 
would be able to apply the learning from this session to their individual work place tasks 
particularly for Program Staff. 



Session 9:
 Elements of Sound TOR/SOW 

and Project Conceptualization

Session Objective

In this Session, the Participants will learn to draft a TOR/SOW 
for their assigned case. 
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SESSION PRETEST

1. ___________________ is the detailed description of service to be performed for a particular assignment.

a) Scope of Work     
b) Terms of Reference
c) Shortlisting      
d) Contract

2. ____________________ is the needed work to deliver a particular product, desired outcome or result with 
specified features, components and functions. 

a) Scope of Work     
b) Terms of Reference
c) Bidding Documents    
d) Bid Data Sheet

3. _________________ is the component of the TOR that specifies the need to address a specific gap or need 
which addresses MDG goals in health and in line with National Health Policies/Guidelines.

a) Background & Project Objective   
b) Scope of Work 
c) Experts Qualification/Requirements  
d) Evaluation Criteria  

4. __________________ is the component of the TOR that determines the pool of experts required, the minimum 
qualifications and previous experiences in similar projects.

a) Logistical & Other Arrangements  
b) Scope of Work 
c) Experts Qualification/Requirements  
d) Terms of Reference
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Definition

• Terms of Reference (TOR) is the detailed description of services to be performed for a particular 
assignment.

• Scope of Work (SOW) is the needed work to deliver a particular product, desired outcome or 
result with specified features, components and functions.

Distinguish “want” vis-a-vis “need”

• Want and Need are entirely different concepts.
• The idea of “want” is more subjective.
• The idea of “need” addresses a particular gap or necessity:

Key Elements/Outline of TOR

• Background, Rationale, and Project Objective
• Scope of Work

• Outputs, Deliverables, and Schedule of Payments
• Expert’s Qualifications and Requirements
• Logistical and Implementation Arrangements
• Evaluation Criteria
• Approved Budget for the Contract

“Wants”
are wish list items – nice to have:

• What do you want for Christmas? 
• What are qualities you want present in a 

Consultant?

“Needs”
are essentials to perform the task:

• What do you need for Christmas?
• What are desirable qualities of a 

Consultant needed to perform a particular 
task?

 > Consultant’s Tasks, Roles, and Responsibilities
 > Implementing Partners Tasks, Roles, and Responsibilities
 > Key Components and Mandatory Activities
 > Consultant’s Level of Effort
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  Background and Project Objective

Background and Rationale:
• Anchored on National Health Policies and Guidelines;
• Addresses MDG goals in Health; and
• Needs to address a specific gap or need.

General Description of the Project:
• Proposed initiative of Consulting Services.

Project Objective:
• Primary purpose of the Consulting Services

  Scope of Work

Components of the Scope:
• Target implementation area; and
• Major components of the Project: Provide brief description of each component.
• Key Activities: List and brief description of key activities.

Tasks, Roles, and Responsibilities:
• Expert’s task, roles, and responsibilities; and
• Implementing partner’s roles and responsibilities (e.g. RO / End-User Unit / LGU / other 

organizations, NGOs).

Expert’s Level of Effort: 
• General statement on number of workdays; and/or
• Matrix of man-days for multiple consultants.

1

2
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  Output and Deliverable

Output and deliverable:
• Determine key milestone outputs and deliverables; and
• Link milestones to project objective and key activities.

Schedule of payments:
• Tranche schedule; and
• Provision on Advance Payment.

Certification of outputs: 
• Process and certifying authority.

  Expert’s Profile

Determine pool of experts required:
• Relevant role to the project; and 
• Availability of experts in the market.

Desired minimum qualifications and requirements:
• Educational attainment;
• Skill sets; and 
• Attitude.

Previous experience in similar projects:
• Years of experience; and
• Quality similar projects.

Certification programs (if needed).

Nationality of Experts needed and justification (in case of foreign experts).

3

4
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  Logistical and Other Arrangements

Summary of logistical arrangements:
• Travel and per diem;
• Meals and incidentals; 
• Contact person and details.

Allowable reimbursable costs: 
• Printing;
• Supplies; 
• Transportation;
• Workshop fee, etc. 

Implementation Arrangements:
• Monitoring and Evaluation;
• Reporting arrangements; and
• Duration period of assignment.

  Evaluation Criteria

General statement that bid evaluation is based on RA 9184 for Consulting Services:
• Quality Cost Based Evaluation; and
• Quality Based Evaluation.

Provide short listing criteria and weights.

Provide bid evaluation criteria and weights.

  ABC

Agency estimates based on approved appropriation/budget:
• Historical contracts;
• Management information system data; and
• Other considerations (you may use the DOH formula as guidance in costing the PF, but it 

is best to still conduct market research of ongoing rates of similar project rates).

5

6

7
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Cost Factors Behind the ABC

Approved Budget 
for Contract

Remuneration 
Costs

• Basic Rates
• Billing Factor
• Management Fee

Reimbursable 
Costs

* Agreed Fixed 
Rates

*Actual Cost

Indirect Costs:
e.g. Operational 
costs, rent etc.

Direct Costs
e.g. activities

Contingency 
• (5% of contract max.)

Tips : Determining Consultant’s Rates

• In determining consultant’s rates, it is advisable to conduct market research
 > Include social costs to consultant’s rates

• Agencies may also refer to DBM Guidelines on Honorarium to determine hourly rate
• Computation is based on the following formula

 > Hourly rate = Salary Grade x .023

• The agency may adopt other metrics and rubrics 

Qualifications
Suggested Rate

PhD Holder Php1,600 per hour

MA Holder Php1,400 per hour

BS/BA Php 1,200 per hour

Others Php 1,000 per hour

(Based on the rates as of January 2015)
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Exercise: Creating a TOR Outline  

• Based on the Elements of the TOR discussed in this Section, discuss each element with your 
group to create a TOR Outline.

• Given your case study assignment, you need to do the following:

• Report your draft TOR Outline in plenary.

• Create an outline that is an input to the group’s TOR;
• Use provided template as a guide in writing your outline/draft TOR; and
• Supply relevant information, justification to support your choice.

 > Does the cost estimate include all relevant components?

 > QCBE or QBE?

Check Point

• Do you have a TOR outline?
• Are you satisfied with your cost estimates?

• Satisfied with Selection of Criteria and Weights?
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Session 10:
Bidding Documents

Session Objectives

Bidding documents are known to be the rules of the game.  

Essentially, what is stated in the bidding documents cannot be 
changed once the bid opening is conducted.  

Therefore, preparation of the bidding documents must be 
accomplished to provide clear and concise instructions to the 
bidders or potential Consultants.  

This Session is intended to increase the knowledge of the 
Participants in preparing the Bid Documents.
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SESSION PRETEST

1. ___________________ is advertised in newspaper and other media which provides information on period of 
availability of bidding documents, deadline application of eligibility, general statement on criteria and rating 
for short listed bidders and other relevant information on the project.

a) Request for Expression of Interest  
b) Bidding Documents
c) Shortlisting      
d) Contract Information

2. ____________________ is a template in the bidding documents that must be completely filled out by the 
bidders with numbered clause for quick reference and contains Information and requirements specific to the 
circumstances of the PE

a) Eligibility Data Sheet
b) Bid Data Sheet
c) Bidding Documents    
d) REI

3. _________________ is a template in bidding documents that contain special provisions and conditions 
relevant to the procurement at hand where information provided in this section is found in the draft TOR.

a) Bid Data Sheet  
b) Instruction to Bidders
c) Eligibility Data Sheet    
d) Evaluation Criteria

4.  _________________ is a section of the bid documents that contains the documents, rights and obligations of 
all parties involved in the contract where no changes and alterations should be made in this section.

a) General Conditions of the Contract  
b) Background of the Project
c) Eligibility Data Sheet    
d) Notice of Eligibility

5. __________________ is a section of the bid documents that complements the GCC and contains specific 
contractual arrangements. This section also contains amendments and/or supplements to provisions of the 
GCC, as necessitated by the PE’s circumstances of the specific purchase.

a) General Conditions of the Contract 
b) Special Conditions of the Contract
c) Eligibility Data Sheet    
d) Notice of Eligibility
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Philippine Bidding Documents

TABLE OF CONTENTS

PART I
SECTION I. REQUEST FOR EXPRESSION OF INTEREST
SECTION II. ELIGIBILITY DOCUMENTS
SECTION III. ELIGIBILITY DATA SHEET

PART II
SECTION I. NOTICE OF ELIGIBILITY AND SHORTLISTING
SECTION II. INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS
SECTION III. BID DATA SHEET
SECTION IV. GENERAL CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT
SECTION V. SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT
SECTION VI. TERMS OF REFERENCE
SECTION VII. BIDDING FORMS
SECTION VIII. APPENDICES

P I.I Request for Expression of Interest

• Advertised in newspaper and other media. 
• Provides information on: 

• Set criteria and rating for shortlisted bidders:

• Number of shortlist and evaluation procedure used; and
• Contract duration.

 > Period of availability of bidding documents; and
 > Deadline to submit LOI and application of eligibility.

 > Overall experience of Consulting Firm / JV;
 > Qualification of key personnel; and
 > Current work load.
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Check Point and Exercise

• If the bid opening is scheduled on Monday,  March 16, when should the BAC prepare the 
bidding documents?

• Using the template, supply the content for the REI and EDS.
• Make sure that you use the following: 

 > Criteria and weights you have collegially agreed upon;
 > Key information you will find in your TOR; and
 > In accord with GPRA/IRR Section 21.
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Fill out the Template

• Fill out template based on group’s agreements to proceed with bidding of your case  / consulting 
project.
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P I.II Eligibility Documents

What this contains:

• General guidelines on Eligibility;
• This serves as reference point in completing the EDS; and

Remember: Changes are not allowed on this section.

P I.III Eligibility Data Sheet

• This is a template in bidding documents that must be completely filled out.
• This is easy to use with numbered clause for quick reference.
• This states Information and requirements specific to the circumstances of the PE, the processing 

of the eligibility, and the rules in preparing.
• In this Section, the following aspects should be checked:

 > Information that specifies and complements provisions of the Eligibility Documents must be 
incorporated; and

 > Amendments and/or supplements, if any, to provisions of the Eligibility Documents as 
necessitated by the circumstances of the specific procurement, must also be incorporated.
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Eligibility Documents

1.2 State the types and fields of Consulting Services that will be performed in relation to the Project and 
the appropriate GOP regulatory body, if any.

1.3 Select one, delete the other.

If foreign participation is not allowed: No further instructions.

If foreign participation is allowed: Foreign consultants may be eligible to participate in this Project, 
subject to the following qualifications:

a. must be registered with the SEC and/or any agency authorized by the laws of the;

b. when the types and fields of consulting services in which the foreign consultant wishes to engage 
involve the practice of regulated professions, the foreign consultant must be authorized by the 
appropriate GOP professional regulatory body specified in Clause 1.2 to engage in the practice of 
those professions and allied professions: Provided, however, That the limits of such authority shall be 
strictly observed.

(i) List any additional acceptable proof of registration mentioned in the ITB Clause or state “No additional 
Requirements.”

(iii) The statement of all ongoing and completed Government and private contracts shall include all 
such contracts within [state relevant period] prior to the deadline for the submission and receipt of 
eligibility documents.

(iii.7) State acceptable proof of satisfactory completion of completed contracts.

4.2 Each prospective bidder shall submit one (1) original and [insert number of copies required] copies of 
its eligibility documents.

4.3(c) State the Bids and Awards Committee of the Procuring Entity concerned with the Project.

4.3(d) State specific details concerning the identification of the Project

5 The address for submission of eligibility documents is [insert address].
The deadline for submission of eligibility documents is [insert time and date].

8.1 The place of opening of eligibility documents is [insert address].

The date and time of opening of eligibility documents is [insert time and date].

9.1 Similar contracts shall refer to [insert description of similar contracts or state “No further instructions”].

9.2 Insert here the detailed set of criteria and rating system to be used by the Procuring Entity for the short 
listing of consultants.
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Exercise: Eligibility Data Sheet

• Fill in template according to your group’s consensus.

Eligibility Documents

1.2 State the types and fields of Consulting Services that will be performed in relation to the Project and the appropriate GOP regulatory body, if any.

1.3 Select one, delete the other.

If foreign participation is not allowed: No further instructions.

If foreign participation is allowed: Foreign consultants may be eligible to participate in this Project, subject to the following qualifications:

a. must be registered with the SEC and/or any agency authorized by the laws of the;

b. when the types and fields of consulting services in which the foreign consultant wishes to engage involve the practice of regulated professions, the foreign 
consultant must be authorized by the appropriate GOP professional regulatory body specified in Clause 1.2 to engage in the practice of those professions and 
allied professions: Provided, however, That the limits of such authority shall be strictly observed.

(i) List any additional acceptable proof of registration mentioned in the ITB Clause or state “No additional Requirements.”

(iii) The statement of all ongoing and completed Government and private contracts shall include all such contracts within [state relevant period] prior to the 
deadline for the submission and receipt of eligibility documents.

(iii.7) State acceptable proof of satisfactory completion of completed contracts.

4.2 Each prospective bidder shall submit one (1) original and [insert number of copies required] copies of its eligibility documents.

4.3(c) State the Bids and Awards Committee of the Procuring Entity concerned with the Project.

4.3(d) State specific details concerning the identification of the Project

5 The address for submission of eligibility documents is [insert address].
The deadline for submission of eligibility documents is [insert time and date].

8.1 The place of opening of eligibility documents is [insert address].

The date and time of opening of eligibility documents is [insert time and date].

9.1 Similar contracts shall refer to [insert description of similar contracts or state “No further instructions”].

9.2 Insert here the detailed set of criteria and rating system to be used by the Procuring Entity for the short listing of consultants.
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P II.I Notice of Eligibility and Shortlist

• Eligibility requirements and relevant information on the subsequent procurement activities;
• Information on selection criteria and evaluation procedure to be used;
• Shortlisted consultants.

Remember: Changes are not allowed on this section.

P II.II Instructions to Bidders

What this contains:

• This gives general instructions to bidders in assisting them to fill out their bids; and
• This provides information as reference to the Bid Data Sheet. 

Remember: Changes are not allowed on this section.

P II.III  Bid Data Sheet

What this contains:

• This sheet contains special provisions and conditions relevant to the procurement at hand;
• This pertains to specific requirements and circumstance of the PE in processing the procurement; 

and
• The information provided in this section is found in the draft TOR.
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Eligibility Documents

10.1(b) Select one, delete the other.
Not applicable
Or
The estimated number of professional staff-months required for the Project is [insert estimated number].
NOTE: If a fixed budget is stated, the estimate of staff months should be not applicable and vice versa.

10.1(c) The minimum required experience of proposed professional staff is as follows:
[Insert title, number of years of professional experience, specific expertise]

Bid Data Sheet

Instruction to Bidders
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Exercise: Bid Data Sheet

• Fill out the BDS using the information in your TOR

ITB Clause

1.1 The Procuring Entity is [insert name of Procuring Entity]

The evaluation procedure is 

Select one, delete the rest:

Quality Cost Based Evaluation/Selection (QCBE/QCBS)

Quality Based Evaluation/Selection (QBE/QBS)

Selection Under a Fixed Budget

Least Cost Selection

NOTE: For the World Bank, all of the above may be used. GOP permits the use of QCBE and QBE, users should note that the GOP version of QBE is what the 
World Bank refers to as selection under a fixed budget. A summary of each is set out below:

QCBE/QCBS – (GOP and WB) Technical and Financial Scores are combined to determine the winner. ABC is stated and Financial Proposal above this amount are 
rejected except in the case of WB, no ABC or cost estimate is included in the Bidding Documents except for an estimate of the staff months required to complete 
the Project.

QBS - (WB). The Consultant achieving the highest Technical Score has its Financial Proposal opened and is invited to negotiate a contract based on its Technical 
and Financial Proposals irrespective of the amount of the Financial Proposal. No other Financial Proposals are opened.

QBE – (GOP) The Consultant achieving the highest Technical Score has its Financial Proposal opened and provided that it is within the ABC or cost estimate, 
which is disclosed in the Bidding Documents, is invited to negotiate a contract.

Selection Under a Fixed Budget – (WB) The Consultant achieving the highest Technical Score has its Financial Proposal opened and provided that it is within the 
ABC or cost estimate, which is disclosed in the Bidding Documents, is invited to negotiate a contract.

Least Cost Selection - (WB) All Consultants passing a minimum Technical Score have their Financial Proposals opened. The Consultant  with the least cost is 
invited to negotiate a contract. 

1.2 The Funding Source is:

Select one, delete the other:

If the Funding Source is GOP: The Government of the Philippines (GOP) through [indicate source of funding and year].

NOTE: In the case of National Government Agencies, the General Appropriations Act and/or continuing appropriations; in the case of Government-Owned and/
or –Controlled Corporations, Government Financial Institutions, and State Universities and Colleges, the Corporate Budget for the contract approved by the 
governing Boards; in the case of Local Government Units, the Budget for the contract approved by the respective Sanggunian.
If the Funding Source is WB: The World Bank (WB) through [indicate the Loan/Credit/Grant No.].

The name of the project is [insert the name of the project, or state “Not Applicable”].

1.3 Insert description of the Project

1.4 Select one, delete the other.

If the Project shall not be phased, state: The Project shall not be phased. 
If the Project is to be phased, insert a description of the phases here, referring to the Terms of Reference (TOR) as necessary.

5 Select one, delete the rest.

If the Funding Source is GOP, maintain the ITB Clause and state here:  No further instructions.  

If the Funding Source is a foreign government or a foreign/ international financing institution, indicate the list of eligible source countries as origin of Goods.

6.1 Select one, delete the other.

If the Funding Source is the GOP, state either “Subcontracting is not allowed.” or specify the portions of Consulting Services and the maximum percentage 
allowed to be subcontracted.

NOTE: Only a maximum of twenty percent (20%) of the Consulting Services may be subcontracted. 

If the Funding Source is a foreign government or another foreign or international financing institution, state here the maximum percentage of Consulting 
Services allowed to be subcontracted or “No further instructions.”
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ITB Clause

6.2 If subcontracting is allowed, specify the eligibility criteria that subcontractors must comply with, including the corresponding documentary requirements 
therefore; otherwise, state “Not applicable”.

7 The Procuring Entity will hold a pre-bid conference for this Project on [State date and time] at [State address of venue]. 

NOTE: The pre-bid conference shall be held at least twelve (12) calendar days before the deadline for the submission of and receipt of bids. If the Procuring 
Entity determines that, by reason of the method, nature, or complexity of the contract to be bid, or when international participation will be more advantageous 
to the GOP, a longer period for the preparation of bids is necessary, the pre-bid conference shall be held at least thirty (30) calendar days before the deadline for 
the submission and receipt of bids.

8.1 The Procuring Entity’s address is:
[Insert full address]
[Insert name and designation of Contact person]
[Insert telephone and fax number of Contact]
[Insert email address of contact (if applicable)]

10.1(b) Select one, delete the other.

Not applicable
Or
The estimated number of professional staff-months required for the Project is [insert estimated number].

NOTE: If a fixed budget is stated, the estimate of staff months should be not applicable and vice versa.

10.1(c) The minimum required experience of proposed professional staff is as follows:
[Insert title, number of years of professional experience, specific expertise]

11.5 Taxes:  [Specify Consultant’s liability: nature, sources of information]

11.7 Select one, delete the other.

If the Funding Source is GOP: The ABC is [insert amount].  Any bid with a financial component exceeding this amount shall not be accepted.

If the Funding Source is a foreign government/foreign or international financing institution, adopt the provision for GOP or state the applicable rule.

13.1 Select one, delete the other:

The bid prices shall be quoted in Philippine Pesos.

The bid prices shall be quoted either in Philippine Pesos or United States Dollars at the discretion of the Consultant.

13.3 Select one, delete the other.

If the Funding Source is GOP, maintain the ITB Clause and state here:  No further instructions.

If the Funding Source is a foreign government/foreign or international financing institution: Payment shall be made in [insert currency].

14.1 Bids will be valid until [insert date].

15.1 Select one, delete the rest.

If the Funding Source is the GOP or WB: The bid security shall be in the following amount:
1. [Insert 2% of ABC], if bid security is in cash, cashier’s/manager’s check, bank draft/guarantee or irrevocable letter of credit;
2. [Insert 5% of ABC] if bid security is in Surety Bond; or
3. Any combination of the foregoing proportionate to the share of form with respect to total amount of security. 

If the Funding Source is a foreign government/foreign or international financing institution, retain the ITB Clause and state “No further instructions”, or state the 
acceptable form/s of bid security and the amount thereof.

15.2 The bid security shall be valid until [insert date].

15.5(a)(iv) If the Funding Source is GOP or WB, maintain the ITB clause and include the following as additional grounds for forfeiture of bid security: 
1. Submission of eligibility requirements containing false information or falsified documents.
2. Submission of bids that contain false information or falsified documents, or the concealment of such information in the bids in order to influence the 
outcome of eligibility screening or any other stage of the public bidding.
3. Allowing the use of one’s name, or using the name of another for purposes of public bidding.
4. Withdrawal of a bid, or refusal to accept an award, or enter into contract with the Government without justifiable cause, after the Bidder had been adjudged as 
having submitted the Lowest Calculated and Responsive Bid. 
5. Refusal or failure to post the required performance security within the prescribed time.
6. Refusal to clarify or validate in writing its bid during post-qualification within a period of seven (7) calendar days from receipt of the request for clarification.
7. Any documented unsolicited attempt by a bidder to unduly influence the outcome of the bidding in his favor.
8. Failure of the potential joint venture partners to enter into the joint venture after the bid is declared as successful.
9. All other acts that tend to defeat the purpose of the competitive bidding, such as habitually withdrawing from bidding, submitting late Bids or patently 
insufficient bid, for at least three (3) times within a year, except for valid reasons. 

If the Funding Source is a foreign government/foreign or international financing institution other than WB, maintain the ITB Clause and state “No further 
instructions” or state additional grounds for forfeiture of bid security.
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ITB Clause

15.5(b)(iii) Select one, delete the other.

If the Funding Source is GOP, maintain the ITB clause and state here:  No further instructions. 

If the Funding Source is a foreign government/foreign or international financing institution, retain ITB Clause and state “No further instructions”, or list the 
additional grounds for forfeiture of bid security of a successful Bidder.

17.1 Select one, delete the other.

If the Funding Source is GOP, maintain the ITB Clause and state here:  No further instructions.

If the Funding Source is a foreign government/foreign or international financing institution, maintain the ITB Clause and state “No further instructions”, or state 
the applicable procedure for the sealing and marking of bids.

17.3 Each Bidder shall submit [insert required number] original and [insert required number] copies of the first and second components of its bid.

18 The address for submission of bids is [insert address].
The deadline for submission of bids is [insert time and date].

21.1 Select one, delete the other.

If the Funding Source is GOP, maintain the ITB Clause and state here:  No further instructions.

If the Funding Source is a foreign government/foreign or international financing institution, maintain the ITB Clause and state “No further instructions”, or 
specify the additional conditions and/or exceptions to the rule, if any.

24.1 Select one, delete the other.

If the evaluation procedure is Quality Based: The following processes for the opening and evaluation of bids shall be adopted:
a) A two-stage procedure shall be adopted whereby each Consultant shall be required to submit his technical and financial proposals simultaneously in separate 
sealed envelopes.
b) After receipt of bids, the technical proposals shall first be opened and evaluated, in accordance with ITB Clause 24.2.  The BAC shall rank the consultants in 
descending order based on the numerical ratings of their technical proposals and identify the Highest Rated Bid: Provided, however, that the Highest Rated Bid 
shall pass the minimum score indicated therein.  
c) The Head of the Procuring Entity shall approve or disapprove the recommendations of the BAC within two (2) calendar days after receipt of the results of the 
evaluation from the BAC.
d) After approval by the Head of the Procuring Entity of the Highest Rated Bid, its financial proposal shall then be opened.  The BAC shall, within three (3) 
calendar days, notify and invite the consultant with the Highest Rated Bid for the opening of financial proposal for the purpose of conducting negotiations with 
the said consultant.  In the letter of notification, the BAC shall inform the consultant of the issues in the technical proposal the BAC may wish to clarify during 
negotiations.  
e) Negotiations shall be in accordance with ITB Clause 26, provided that the amount indicated in the financial envelope shall be made as the basis for 
negotiations and the total contract amount shall not exceed the amount indicated in the envelope and the ABC stated in ITB Clause 11.7.

If the evaluation procedure is Quality-Cost Based: The following processes for the opening and evaluation of bids shall be adopted:
a) The technical proposal together with the financial proposal shall be considered in the evaluation of consultants.  The technical proposals shall be evaluated 
first using the criteria in ITB Clause 24.2. The financial proposals of the consultants who meet the minimum technical score shall then be opened.    
b) The financial and technical proposals shall be given corresponding weights with the financial proposal given a minimum weight of fifteen percent (15%) 
up to a maximum of forty percent (40%).  The weight of the technical criteria shall be adjusted accordingly such that their total weight in percent together with 
the weight given to the financial proposal shall add to one hundred percent (100%).  The BAC shall rank the consultants in descending order based on the 
combined numerical ratings of their technical and financial proposals and identify the Highest Rated Bid.  
c) The Head of the Procuring Entity shall approve or disapprove the recommendations of the BAC within two (2) calendar days after receipt of the results of the 
evaluation from the BAC.
d) After approval by the Head of the Procuring Entity of the Highest Rated Bid, the BAC shall, within three (3) calendar days, notify and invite the consultant with 
the Highest Rated Bid for negotiation in accordance with ITB Clause 26.

If the Funding Source is WB, include the following: The Financial Proposals shall not be opened until after the Funding Source has concluded any required 
review and issued a “No Objection” letter therefore.

24.3 The minimum required St for each criterion is as follows:

[Insert here the numerical weights for each criterion]

The minimum St required to pass is [insert number of points].

The attention of the Consultant is drawn to Technical Proposal Forms – Bids must adhere to the maximum number of pages outlined in this clause.

25.1 The opening of Financial Proposals shall be on [insert date and time] at [insert place].

Financial Proposals [shall/shall not] be opened in public.

[Insert here any additional instructions regarding Bid opening.]

NOTE:  The opening of Financial Proposals in public or otherwise depends on the evaluation procedure to be used by the Procuring Entity.
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25.2 If the Funding Source is GOP, select the corresponding provision for the evaluation procedure mentioned in ITB Clause 1.1.

For Quality Based Evaluation (QBE): Only the Financial Proposal of the Consultant achieving the highest Technical Score (St) shall be opened by the BAC in the 
presence of the Consultants when the highest ranked firm is invited to negotiate its Bid and the contract on the basis of the Technical and Financial Proposals 
submitted in accordance with the instructions given in ITB Clause 24 and this BDS.  The BAC shall determine whether the Financial Proposals are complete, i.e., 
whether all the documents mentioned in ITB Clause 11 are present and all items of the corresponding Technical Proposals that are required to be priced are so 
priced.  If not, the Procuring Entity shall reject the Bid. The BAC shall correct any computational errors, and convert prices in various currencies to the Philippine 
Peso at the rate indicated in ITB Clause 13. The Financial Proposal shall not exceed the ABC.  The Bid shall be deemed to include the cost of all taxes, duties, fees, 
levies, and other charges imposed under the applicable laws.

The negotiations shall be done in accordance with ITB Clause 26. Should these negotiations fail, the Financial Proposal of the Consultant achieving the second 
highest St shall be opened publicly in the presence of the Consultant and shall be invited to negotiate its Bid and the contract on the basis of the Technical 
and Financial Proposals submitted.  If these negotiations still fail, then the same process is repeated for the next-in-rank Consultants until negotiations are 
successfully completed.

For Quality Cost Based Evaluation (QCBE): After the evaluation of quality is completed, the Procuring Entity shall notify those Consultants whose Bids did 
not meet the minimum qualifying mark or were considered non-responsive to the Bidding Documents and TOR, indicating that their Financial Proposals 
shall be returned unopened after completing the selection process. The Procuring Entity shall simultaneously notify the Consultants that have secured the 
minimum qualifying mark, indicating the date and time set for opening the Financial Proposals.  The opening date shall not be sooner than two weeks after the 
notification date unless otherwise specified in ITB Clause 25.1.  The notification may be sent by registered letter, facsimile, or electronic mail.
The Financial Proposals shall be opened publicly in the presence of the Consultants’ representatives who choose to attend.  The name of the Consultant, the 
quality scores, and the proposed prices shall be read aloud and recorded when the Financial Proposals are opened. The Procuring Entity shall prepare minutes 
of the public opening.

The BAC shall determine whether the Financial Proposals are complete, i.e., whether all the documents mentioned in ITB Clause 11 are present and all items 
of the corresponding Technical Proposals that are required to be priced are so priced. If not, the Procuring Entity shall reject the proposal. The BAC shall correct 
any computational errors, and convert prices in various currencies to the Philippine Peso at the rate indicated in ITB Clause 13. The Financial Proposal shall not 
exceed the ABC and shall be deemed to include the cost of all taxes, duties, fees, levies, and other charges imposed under the applicable laws.  The evaluation 
shall include all such taxes, duties, fees, levies, and other charges imposed under the applicable laws; where special tax privileges are granted to a particular 
class or nationality of Consultant by virtue of the GOP’s international commitments, the amount of such tax privileges shall be included in the Financial Proposal 
for purposes of comparative evaluation of Bids.

The lowest Financial Proposal (Fm) shall be given a Financial Score (Sf) of 100 points.  The Sf of other Financial Proposals shall be computed based on the 
formula indicated below:

Sf = 100 x Fl/F

Where:
Sf is the financial score of the Financial Proposal under consideration, 
Fl is the price of the Fm, and 
F is the price of the Financial Proposal under consideration.

Using the formula S = St  T% + Sf  P%, the Bids shall then be ranked according to their combined St and Sf using the weights (T = the weight given to the 
Technical Proposal; F = the weight given to the Financial Proposal; T + F = 1) indicated below:
T _________ [Normally between 0.6 and 0.85]; and
P _________ [Normally between 0.15 and 0.4]; 
provided that the total weights given to the Technical and Financial Proposals shall add up to 1.0.

If the Funding Source is WB:

For Quality Based Selection (QBS): Only the Financial Proposal of the Consultant achieving the highest Technical Score (St) shall be opened by the BAC in the 
presence of the Consultants when the highest ranked Consultant is invited to negotiate its Bid and the contract on the basis of the Technical Proposal and the 
Financial Proposal (includes Model Form I as provided in Appendix VI) submitted in accordance with the instructions given in ITB Clause 24  and this BDS.  The 
BAC shall determine whether the Financial Proposals are complete, i.e., whether all the documents mentioned in ITB Clause 11 are present and all items of 
the corresponding Technical Proposals that are required to be priced are so priced.  If not, the Procuring Entity shall reject the Bid. The BAC shall correct any 
computational errors, and convert prices in various currencies to the Philippine Peso at the rate indicated in ITB Clause 13.  The Bid shall be deemed to [include/
exclude] the cost of all taxes, duties, fees, levies, and other charges imposed under the applicable laws.

The negotiations shall be done in accordance with ITB Clause 26. Should these negotiations fail, the Financial Proposal of the Consultant achieving the second 
highest St shall be opened publicly in the presence of the Consultant and shall be invited to negotiate its Bid and the contract on the basis of the Technical 
and Financial Proposals submitted.  If these negotiations still fail, then the same process is repeated for the next-in-rank Consultants until negotiations are 
successfully completed.

NOTE: The Consultant shall use Appendix VI as reference in the preparation of its Model Form I which shall form part of its Financial Proposal for purposes of 
financial negotiations.  

For Quality Cost Based Selection (QCBS):
Adopt paragraphs 1, 2, and 4 of the provision for QCBE above and replace paragraph 3 thereof with the following:
The BAC shall determine whether the Financial Proposals are complete, i.e., whether all the documents mentioned in ITB Clause 11 are present and all items 
of the corresponding Technical Proposals that are required to be priced are so priced. If not, the Procuring Entity shall reject the Bid. The BAC shall correct any 
computational errors, and convert prices in various currencies to the Philippine Peso at the rate indicated in ITB Clause 13. The Financial Proposal shall be 
deemed to [include/exclude] the cost of all taxes, duties, fees, levies, and other charges imposed under the applicable laws.  The evaluation shall [include/
exclude] all such taxes, duties, fees, levies, and other charges imposed under the applicable laws; where special tax privileges are granted to a particular class or 
nationality of the Consultant by virtue of the GOP’s international commitments, the amount of such tax privileges shall be included in the Financial Proposal for 
purposes of comparative evaluation of Bids.
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For Fixed-Budget Selection Method: The Procuring Entity shall select the Consultant that submitted the highest ranked Technical Proposal within the ABC.  Bids 
that exceed the ABC shall be rejected. The selected Consultant is invited for negotiations.

For Least-Cost Selection Method: Subject to the provisions of ITB Clause 11.7, the Procuring Entity will select the lowest Financial Proposal among those that 
passed the minimum Technical Score. In both cases, the selected firm is invited for negotiations.

NOTE: If the Funding Source is WB, ABC is not applicable except for Fixed Budget Selection Method. 

26.1 The address for negotiations is [insert address].

26.2(e) If the evaluation procedure mentioned in ITB Clause 1.1 is QCBE, state the following:
No negotiations pertaining to the Financial Proposal shall be undertaken.

27.2(b) Specify whether Consultants have option to submit manually filed tax returns or tax returns filed through the Electronic Filing and Payments System (EFPS).

NOTE: The latest income and business tax returns are those within the last six months preceding the date of bid submission.

27.2 List licenses and permits relevant to the Project and the corresponding law requiring it.

30.4(f) List additional contract documents relevant to the Project that may be required by existing laws and/or the Procuring Entity.

31.1 Select one and delete the other.

If the Funding Source is GOP, maintain the ITB Clause and state here:  No further instructions.

If the Funding Source is WB, state here:  No performance security is required.

32.2 The effective date of the contract is [insert date].
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P II.IV General Conditions of Contract

What this contains:

• Documents, rights, and obligations of all parties involved in the contract; and
• Guide in preparing the particular conditions of the contract.

Remember: Changes are not allowed on this section.

P II.V Special Conditions of Contract

What this contains:

• This complements the GCC and contains specific contractual arrangements linked to PE’s 
circumstance;

• Information that complements provisions of Section IV must be incorporated;
• Amendments and/or supplements to provisions of Section IV, as necessitated by the 

circumstances of the specific purchase, must also be incorporated.
• However, no special condition which defeats or negates the general intent and purpose of the 

provisions of Section IV should be incorporated herein.
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Exercise: Special Conditions of Contract

• Fill out special circumstance relevant to the procurement at hand.

GCC Clause

(b) The Funding Source is: 
Select one and delete the other:
The Government of the Philippines (GOP)
Or
The World Bank (WB)

6.2(b) NOTE:  It is essential that Consultants that advise PROCURING ENTITIES on the privatization of state owned enterprises or other assets (or on 
related problems), be prohibited from “switching sides” upon completion of their obligations and then either appearing as purchaser of these 
enterprises/assets or advising potential purchasers in this context.  In these situations, the following provision must be used:
For a period of two years after the expiration of this Contract, the Consultant shall not engage, and shall cause its Personnel as well as their 
Sub-Consultants and its Personnel not to engage, in the activity of a purchaser (directly or indirectly) of the assets on which they advised the 
Procuring Entity under this Contract nor in the activity of an adviser (directly or indirectly) of potential purchasers of such assets.  The Consultant 
also agree that their affiliates shall be disqualified for the same period of time from engaging in the said activities.

7 The Member in Charge is [name of member, address, and other necessary contact information].
NOTE:  If the Consultant consists only of one entity, state “Not applicable”.

8 If there is a resident project manager, state here:
The person designated as resident project manager in Appendix III shall serve in that capacity, as specified in GCC Clause 8.
If there is no such manager, state:  Not Applicable.

10 Select one and delete the other.

If the Funding Source is the GOP, maintain the GCC Clause and state here:  No further instructions.

If the Funding Source is WB, state the following:
The terms and conditions of this Contract, including the scope of the Services may be modified during contract implementation as between 
Parties; provided, however, that each Party shall give due consideration to any proposal for modification made by the other Party.  Such 
modifications shall become effective upon the execution of a written agreement between the Parties. 

12 The Authorized Representatives are as follows:
For the Procuring Entity: 
For the Consultant: 

15.1 The addresses are:
Procuring Entity: [insert name of Procuring Entity]
Attention: [insert name of the Procuring Entity’s authorized representative]
Address:  
Facsimile: 
Email Address:  

15.2 and 15.3 Notice shall be deemed to be effective as follows:
(a) in the case of personal delivery or registered mail, on delivery;
(b) in the case of facsimiles, within [insert hours] following confirmed transmission; or
(c) in the case of telegrams, within [insert hours] following confirmed transmission.

18.3 State here Consultant’s account where payment may be made.

20 Select one delete the other.

If the Funding Source is GOP, state here “No additional provision.” or, if the Consultant is a joint venture, “All partners to the joint venture shall be 
jointly and severally liable to the Procuring Entity.”

If the Funding Source is WB, select one and delete the other.

The Consultant’s liability shall be that defined under the Applicable Law.
Or
NOTE: If the Parties wish to limit or to partially exclude the Consultant’s liability to the Procuring Entity, they should note that, to be acceptable, 
any limitation of the Consultant’s liability should at the very least be reasonably related to (a) the damage the Consultant might potentially 
cause to the Procuring Entity, and (b) the Consultant’s ability to pay compensation using their own assets and reasonably obtainable insurance 
coverage.  The Consultant’s liability should not be limited to less than (i) the estimated total payments to the Consultant under the Contract for 
remuneration and reimbursables, or (ii) the proceeds the Consultant may be entitled to receive from any insurance they maintain to cover such 
liability, whichever of (i) or (ii) is higher.  A statement to the effect that the Consultant is liable only for the re-performance of faulty Services is not 
acceptable to the Bank.  Also, the Consultant’s liability should never be limited for loss or damage caused by the Consultant’s gross negligence 
or willful misconduct.  Consequently the following provisions with respect to the Consultant’s liability, which the Parties could introduce here in 
the SCC:
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Limitation of the Consultant’s Liability towards the Procuring Entity are as follows:
(a) Except in case of gross negligence or willful misconduct on the part of the Consultant or on the part of any person or firm acting on behalf of 
the Consultant in carrying out the Services, the Consultant, with respect to damage caused by the Consultant to the Procuring Entity’s property, 
shall not be liable to the Procuring Entity:
(i) for any indirect or consequential loss or damage; and
(ii) for any direct loss or damage that exceeds (A) the total payments for professional fees and reimbursable expenditures made or expected to 
be made to the Consultants hereunder, or (B) the proceeds the Consultants may be entitled to receive from any insurance maintained by the 
Consultants to cover such a liability, whichever of (A) or (B) is higher.
(b) This limitation of liability shall not affect the Consultant’s liability, if any, for damage to third parties caused by the Consultant or any person 
or firm acting on behalf of the Consultant in carrying out the Services.

NOTE: Provisions to the effect that the Procuring Entity shall indemnify and hold harmless the Consultant against third party claims are not 
acceptable, except, of course, if a claim is based on loss or damage caused by a default or wrongful act of the Procuring Entity.

22 The effectiveness conditions are the following:
State “None” or List here any conditions of effectiveness of the Contract, e.g., approval of this Contract by the NEDA, DBM, WB, etc., Procuring 
Entity’s approval of Consultant’s bid for appointment of specified key staff members, effectiveness of Appropriations, Loans or Credits, receipt by 
Consultant of advance payment and by Procuring Entity of advance payment guarantee. 

35.1 The drawings, specifications, designs, reports, other documents and software prepared by the Consultant for the Procuring Entity under this 
Contract that shall become and remain the property of the Procuring Entity are as follows:
[List here documents and software, stating restrictions on future use if any.]

38.1(d) The Consultant’s actions requiring the Procuring Entity’s prior approval are:
[List here actions of the Consultant that require the Procuring Entity’s approval]

39.5 The Consultant may change its Key Personnel only for reasons of death, serious illness, incapacity of an individual Consultant, or until after fifty 
percent (50%) of the Personnel’s man-months have been served. 
Violators will be fined an amount equal to the refund of the replaced Personnel’s basic rate, which should be at least fifty percent (50%) of the 
total basic rate for the duration of the engagement. 

42.1 Select one, delete the other.

If the Funding Source is GOP, maintain the GCC Clause and state here:  No further instructions.
If the Funding Source is a foreign government/foreign or international financing institution, maintain the GCC Clause and state “No further 
instructions,” “No performance security is required”, or specify the acceptable form(s) with the corresponding amount(s) of the performance 
security.

42.4(c) Specify additional conditions, if any, that must be met prior to the release of the performance security, otherwise, state “No further instructions”.

52.1 The total ceiling amount in Philippine Pesos is [insert amount].

53.2 Select one, delete the other.
If the Funding Source is GOP, state here: No additional instructions.
If the Funding Source is WB, select one delete the other using the provisions on Appendices VI and VII as reference.
Where price is not an evaluation criterion in the selection of consultant, e.g. QBS, the Procuring Entity must request the Consultant to submit 
certain representations about the Consultant’s salary and related costs, which representations are then to be used by the Parties in negotiating 
the applicable remuneration rates.  In this case, the text set forth below should be used.

It is understood that:
1. the remuneration rates shall cover: 
(a) such salaries and allowances as the Consultant shall have agreed to pay to the Personnel as well as factors for social charges and overhead 
based on the Consultant’s average costs, as represented by the financial statements of the Consultant’s latest three fiscal years; 
(b) the cost of backstopping by home office staff not included in the Personnel listed in Appendix III; and 
(c) the Consultant’s fee;
2. bonuses or other means of profit-sharing shall not be allowed as an element of overhead; and 
3. any rates specified for persons not yet appointed shall be provisional and shall be subject to revision, with the written approval of the 
Procuring Entity, once the applicable salaries and allowances are known.

The remuneration rates have been agreed upon based on the representations made by the Consultant during the negotiation of this Contract 
with respect to the Consultant’s costs and charges, as such representations are evidenced by:
1. the form “Consultant’s Representations regarding Costs and Charges,” dated [Fill in the date of the Form properly executed by the Consultant], 
which was submitted by the Consultant to the Procuring Entity during such negotiation; and 
[NOTE:  The form to be prepared shall use Appendix VI as a basis and shall be attached as part of the Financial Proposal as Model Form I] 
2. the form “Breakdown of Agreed Fixed Rates in Consultant’s Contract,” dated [Fill in the date of the Form properly executed by the Consultant], 
which was executed by the Consultant at the conclusion of such negotiation. 
[NOTE:  A sample of such form is included as Appendix VII and shall be attached at the end of the SCC as Model Form II.  The Consultant should 
be requested to execute this Form at the conclusion of the contract negotiation when the Parties have agreed on the fixed rates and their 
breakdown.] 

Should these representations be found by the Procuring Entity (either through inspections or audits) to be materially incomplete or inaccurate, 
the Procuring Entity shall be entitled to introduce appropriate modifications in the remuneration rates affected by such materially incomplete or 
inaccurate representations. 
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Any such modification shall have retroactive effect and, in case remuneration has already been paid by the Procuring Entity before any such 
modification, the Procuring Entity shall be entitled to offset any excess payment against the next monthly payment to the Consultant, or if there 
are no further payments to be made by the Procuring Entity to the Consultant, the Consultant shall reimburse to the Procuring Entity any excess 
payment within thirty (30) days of receipt of a written claim of the Procuring Entity.  
Any such claim by the Procuring Entity for reimbursement must be made within twelve (12) calendar months after receipt by the Procuring Entity 
of a final report and a final statement approved by the Procuring Entity in accordance with this Contract.
Or
 Where price is an evaluation criterion, e.g. QCBS, the above representations are not required, and the provision set forth below shall be used.
It is understood that:
1. the remuneration rates shall cover: 
(a) such salaries and allowances as the Consultant shall have agreed to pay to the Personnel as well as factors for social charges and 
overhead; 
(b) the cost of backstopping by home office staff not included in the Personnel listed in Appendix III; and 
(c) the Consultant’s fee; 
2. bonuses or other means of profit-sharing shall not be allowed as an element of overhead; and 
3. any rates specified for persons not yet appointed shall be provisional and shall be subject to revision, with the written approval of the 
Procuring Entity.

53.4 The following expenditures in foreign currency shall be reimbursed in local currency at the exchange rate used on the date of Bid opening:
1. a per diem allowance for each of the foreign or local Personnel for every day in which such Personnel shall be absent from his home office and 
shall be outside the country of the Government for the purpose of the Services at the daily rate specified in Appendix IV;
2. the following transportation costs:
(a) the cost of international transportation of the foreign Personnel and, as specified below, eligible dependents of the foreign Personnel, by the 
most appropriate means of transport and the most direct practicable route to and from the Consultant’s home office; in the case of air travel, this 
shall be by less than first class;
(b) the cost of transportation to and from the Government’s country of eligible dependents who shall be the spouse and not more than 
two (2) unmarried dependent children under eighteen (18) years of age of those of the foreign Personnel assigned to resident duty in the 
Government’s country for the purpose of the Services for periods of six (6) consecutive months or longer, provided that the stay of such 
dependents in the Government’s country shall have been for not less than three (3) consecutive months, duration.  If the project period for 
resident staff of the foreign Personnel shall be thirty (30) months or more, one extra economy class air trip for their eligible dependents for every 
twenty-four (24)-month project shall be reimbursed;
(c) for the air travel of each of the foreign Personnel, and each eligible dependent, the cost of excess baggage up to twenty (20) kilograms per 
person, or the equivalent in cost of unaccompanied baggage or air freight; and
(d) miscellaneous travel expenses such as the cost of transportation to and from airports, airport taxes, passport, visas, travel permits, 
vaccinations, etc., at a fixed unit price per round trip as specified in Appendix IV;
3. the cost of communications (other than those arising in the Government’s country) reasonably required by the Consultant for the purposes of 
the Services;
4. the cost of printing, reproducing and shipping of the documents, reports, drawings, etc. specified in Appendix IV;
5. the cost of acquisition, shipment and handling of the following equipment, instruments, materials and supplies required for the Services:  
[insert amount];
6. the cost of shipment of personal effects up to [insert amount];
7. the cost of programming and use of, and communication between, the computers for the purposes of the Services at the rate set forth in 
Appendix IV;
8. the cost of training of the Procuring Entity’s personnel outside the Government’s country, as specified in Appendix IV;
9. the cost of laboratory tests on materials, model tests and other technical services authorized or requested by the Procuring Entity, as specified 
in Appendix IV;
10. the foreign currency cost of any subcontract required for the Services and approved in writing by the Procuring Entity;
11. the cost of items not covered in the foregoing but which may be required by the Consultant for completion of the Services, subject to the 
prior authorization in writing by the Procuring Entity; and
12. any such additional payments in foreign currency for properly procured items as the Parties may have agreed upon.

NOTE:  Items that are not applicable should be deleted; others may be added.

The reimbursable expenditures in local currency shall be as follows:
1. a per diem allowance for each of the short-term foreign Personnel (i.e., with less than twelve (12) months consecutive stay in the 
Government’s country) for the first ninety (90) days during which such Personnel shall be in the Government’s country;
2. a per diem allowance for each of the short-term foreign Personnel for each day in excess of ninety (90) days during which such Personnel shall 
be in the Government’s country;
3. a living allowance for each of the long-term foreign Personnel (twelve (12) months or longer consecutive stay in the Government’s country) at 
the rates specified in Appendix IV;
4. the cost of the following locally procured items:  local transportation, office accommodations, camp facilities, camp services, subcontracted 
services, soil testing, equipment rentals, supplies, utilities and communication charges arising in the Government’s country, all if and to the 
extent required for the purpose of the Services, at rates specified in Appendix IV;
5. the cost of equipment, materials and supplies to be procured locally in the Government’s country as specified in Appendix IV;
6. the local currency cost of any subcontract required for the Services and approved in writing by the Procuring Entity;
7. any such additional payments in local currency for properly procured items as the Parties may have agreed upon pursuant to this Contract; 
and
8. the ordinary and necessary cost of such further items as may be required by the Consultant which are actually, directly, and necessarily used 
for the purpose of the Services, as agreed in writing by the Procuring Entity.
NOTE:  Items that are not applicable should be deleted.
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53.5(a) Select one delete the other.
No advance payment is allowed.
Or
The following provisions shall apply to the advance payment and the advance payment guarantee:
(a) An advance payment of [insert amount] in Philippine peso shall be made within [insert number] days after the Effective Date.  The advance 
payment shall be set off by the Procuring Entity in equal installments against the statements for the first [insert number] months of the Services 
until the advance payment has been fully set off.
(b) The advance payment shall be made only upon the submission to and acceptance by the Procuring Entity of an irrevocable standby letter of 
credit of equivalent value from a commercial bank, a bank guarantee or a surety bond callable upon demand, issued by a duly licensed surety or 
insurance company and confirmed by the Procuring Entity.

53.5(c) The interest rate is:  [insert interest rate].
NOTE: For GOP funded projects, interest rate is zero.

55.6 Select one, delete the other.
If the Funding Source is the GOP, maintain the GCC Clause and state here:  No further instructions.
If the Funding Source is the WB, state the following.
The services of the Consultant may be expanded in that it may be asked to perform additional works not covered under the original agreement 
but deemed necessary by the Procuring Entity for the satisfactory completion of the project. This expansion of work must be covered by a 
variation order, which must have the prior approval of the head of the Procuring Entity or his duly authorized representative. The same rules 
apply for reductions in the services of the consultant. No variation order shall commence until after the approval of the variation order has been 
secured. The head of the Procuring Entity of his duly authorized representative shall act upon the request submitted by the end user unit for a 
variation order within ten (10) days from receipt of such request. The Consultant shall submit to the Procuring Entity an estimate which shall 
include the following:
(a) an estimate of the impact (if any) of the variation on the current Staffing Schedule; 
(b) a detailed schedule for execution of the variation showing the resources to be employed and any significant milestones;
(c) a detailed costing covering the total amount of the variations; and
(d) a proposed revision of the schedule of payments, as applicable, pursuant to Appendices IV and/or V.
No variation will be allowed that exceeds either individually or cumulatively an amount exceeding ten percent (10%) of the original contract 
price provided further that the Procuring Entity issues a Certificate of Availability of Funds covering the amount of the variation.
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P II.VI Terms of Reference

What this contains:

• The finalized TOR;
• Information for bidders on project parameters, considerations, components, required experts, 

etc.; and
• Basis for evaluating the bids.

Exercise: Terms of Reference

• Review and finalize your TOR.
• Ensure clarity, alignment, and concrete output supports project objective.
• Fill out Part II. VI of your bidding documents.

Bidding Forms

• Eligibility Documents Submission Form
• Technical Proposal Forms
• Financial Proposal Forms
• Form of Contract Agreement
• Omnibus Sworn Statement
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Banking of Ideas

Instructions

• Review your WG output for the day.
• Based from today’s learning, you may either:

Check Point

To recap today’s session, you will need to discuss with your group and arrive at a consensus on the 
following:

• TOR/SOR Outline;
• Any MAJOR and VITAL components of the Project;
• Criteria and weights; and
• Group tasking (if applicable):

• End goal is to build, improve, and concretize your ideas as we progress through the training 
program.

 > Change/amend your outline/output;
 > Add more substance to your output;
 > Revise your output;
 > Ask for clarifications on burning issues that will help you through your current challenge.

 > Assign members to write sections of the TOR/SOW; and
 > Assign members to work on the bid documents.
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INSTRUCTION: Find the corresponding answers on the said table for the questions below.

Questions:

1.  ______________ are essentially known to be the rules of the game for the conduct of all types of 
public procurement.
2.  ______________ is a section/template of the Philippine Bidding Documents that provides for the 
relevant eligibility documents that need to be submitted by the bidder as part of their bid.
3.  ______________ are the documents needed to be submitted by the bidders to qualify for a bid.
4.  ______________ shows the agreed terms between the consultant and the procuring entity.
5.  ______________ is a Government institution or agency that seeks an external expert through the 
procurement of consulting services.
6.  ______________ is the catch-all document signed by the bidder that is required under the eligibility 
document submission.
7.  ______________ is the process under consulting services where the BAC selects, among bidders 
deemed eligible according to a predetermined set of criteria, the number of bidders that will qualify to 
submit bids.
8.  ______________ is commonly referred to as the acquisition of goods & general services, consultancy 
services and infrastructure projects. 
9.  ______________ is that part of the bidding documents that provides direction for potential bidders 
to comply with and where no changes shall be made.
10. ______________ are the set of documents which is part and parcel of the documents to be filled 
up by the bidders (i.e. Technical Proposal, Financial Proposal, Contract Agreement, Omnibus Sworn 
Statement)
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Short Course on Procurement Planning and 
Contracts Management Training

Module 1
Comprehension Test

1. ____________________ is the Government’s 
estimate of its income and expenditure to pursue 
priority programs, activities and projects.

A) Cost Estimates    
B) Annual Procurement Plan
C)  National Budget    
D) Work Plan

  
2. ___________________is submitted along with the 
National Budget to the President for endorsement 
to Congress for deliberation. 

A) Capital Outlay     
B) MOOE
C) National Expenditure Program   
D) National Budget

3. _________________ initiates the budget process 
following the State of the Nation Address of the 
President.

A) Budget Accountability    
B) Budget Execution
C)  Budget Authorization    
D) Budget Call

4. _____________________ is the Head of the 
Regional Office that sets local health priorities 
based of the National health directives and thrusts.

A) Program Coordinator    
B) Budget Officer
C) Planning Officer     
D) Regional Director

5. _____________________A notable Public 
Financial Management Reform under the Aquino 
Government, which includes CSOs/NGOs/POs 
participation in the agency budget planning 
activities.  The critical stakeholders advocate the felt 
needs of the people in the community or locality.

A) Participatory Audit   
B) Budget Deliberations
C) Grassroots Participatory Budgeting   
D) Budget Hearing
 

6. ______________is the annual slice of the 
Development Plan for Health that contains the 
yearly program for capital & operating requirements 
and is the basis for preparation of the annual 
budgets.

A) Annual Procurement Plan   
B) Annual Investment Plan
C)  Philippine Development Plan   
D) Millennium Development Plan

7. _______________ is the phase of the Budget Cycle 
where procurement is subsumed as an integral part. 

A) Budget Execution    
B) Budget Authorization
C) Budget Accountability    
D) Budget Planning
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8.   ________________________ represents additional 
budget derived from other sources such as Sin Tax 
monies that is appropriated to supplement budget 
for the public health sector.

A) Investment Plan    
B) Supplemental Budget
C) General Appropriations Act   
D) All of the Above

9. __________________ is defined as procurement 
of other services for other types and Government 
activities as well as infrastructure projects requiring 
adequate external technical  beyond the capability 
and/or capacity of  the GOP to undertake.

A) Procurement of Infrastructure Projects 
B) Highly Technical Consultant
C) Procurement of Consulting Services  
D) All of the Above

10. __________________ maybe real, potential or 
perceived situation that will prohibit a consultant to 
effectively carry out his/her work to the best interest 
of the client or agency.

A) Conflict of Interest   
B) Termination for Insolvency
C)  Foreign Consultant   
D) Force Majeure

11. __________________ the first stage of the 
procurement process where agency ensures that 
procurement is in accordance with the Annual 
Procurement Plan (APP) and Project Procurement 
Management Plan (PPMP) to determine readiness of 
the project and  is in line with the agency budget or 
Approved Budget for the Contract (ABC). 

A) Pre-Bid Conference   
B) Procurement Planning
C)  Pre-Procurement Conference  
D) Bid Documents

12. The BAC did not advertise the procurement 
of a consulting service in a newspaper of general 
nationwide circulation because the procurement 
was less than Php1M and the contract duration does 
not exceed 4 months. Was the BAC correct in doing 
so?
 
A)  YES 
B)  NO

13. ________________ is the procurement stage 
which is required at least once for those Consulting 
Projects costing Php1M and above, and held 12 
days before the submission and opening of bids. 

A)  Pre-Procurement Conference   
B) Pre-Qualification
C) Pre-Bid Conference     
D) Shortlisting

14. The scope of procurement is from ___________ 
to ____________.

A) Budget preparation; Signing of Contract
B) Planning; Award of Contract
C) APP; Negotiations
D) Planning; Contract Implementation

 
15. ______________ does not exceed 20% of the 
total project cost as approved by the head of 
procuring entity and is disclosed at the time of the 
bidding.

A) Sub-Contracting     
B) Price Escalation
C)  Joint Venture     
D) Variation Order
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16. ________________ an amount requested and 
released to a consultant for mobilization purposes 
which does not exceed 15% and requires a 
submission of stand by letter of credit from a bank.
 
A)  Bid Security
B)  Performance Security
C) Warranty Security
D) Advance Payment

17. The BAC can approve the use of alternative 
modes of procurement in lieu of public bidding as 
deemed advantageous to the procuring entity. 

A)  YES 
B) NO

18.   A consulting service project was has 
encountered two failed biddings and the procuring 
entity wanted to bid it through using alternative 
mode of procurement. Which alternative mode 
should they apply? 

A)  Negotiated Procurement
B)   Direct Contracting
C)  Repeat Order
D)  Shopping 

 
19. ______________ involves deliberate and 
deceptive acts with the intention of obtaining an 
unauthorized benefit such as money, property or 
services by deception and other unethical means. 

A) Fraud
B) Graft
C) Bribery
D) Conflict of Interest

20. ___________________is an illicit practice that 
involves contractors/consultants to form an 
agreement where the effect is to eliminate or limit 
competition whenever an agency conducts public 
procurement.

A)   Simulated Bidding 
B)    Bid Rigging
C)   Bid Rotation
D)   All of the above

 
21. _______________leads to opportunity for grease 
money and higher transaction costs.

A) Delayed/Expedited Payment    
B) Phantom Attendees
C) Ghost Employees     
D) Conflict of Interest

22. _________________prepared by the end-user 
which contains type and objective of the contract to 
be employed including the extent or size of contract 
scope and packages.

A) Annual Procurement Plan  
B) Approved Budget for the Contract
C) Project Procurement Management Plan
D) None of the Above

23._____________is consistent with the approved 
annual budget, approved by the HOPE based on 
the consolidated PPMPs by the BAC Secretariat from 
various end-user units.

A) Supplemental Budget    
B) Annual Procurement Plan
C)  Contract Implementation   
D) Evaluation Criteria
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24. _________________is the amount computed 
based on the conduct market research and historical 
data to arrive at expert’s Professional Fees and other 
costs for the project. 

A) Procurement Report  
B) Feasibility Study
C) Approved Budget for the Contract
D) Annual Procurement Plan

25. A Pre-prrocurement process that usually takes 
the longest time to conduct next to contract 
implementation. 

A) Pre-Procurement Conference   
B) Bid Preparation
C) Award of Contract     
D) Advertisement

26. _______________is responsible in managing and 
monitoring contract implementation of the project/
program.

A) Project Management Office   
B) Technical Working Group
C) Bids and Awards Committee   
D) BAC Secretariat

27. ______________________ ensures the smooth 
implementation of the project as per the provisions 
of the signed contract. 

A) Notice to Proceed     
B) Contract Signing
C) Bids and Awards Committee   
D) Contracts Management

28. ___________________ is a unique process only 
present in procurement of Consulting Services that 
determines the most eligible consultant among 
those that submitted its eligibility documents to the 
BAC.

A) Negotiations
B) Single stage bidding
C) Eligibility check
D) Shortlisting

  
29. What is the minimum and maximum range 
number of shortlist allowed by the procurement 
law?

A) 3 but not more than 7
B) 2 but not more than 6
C) 5 but not more than 7
D) 3 but not more than 5

30. Among the criteria for shortlisting ____________ 
is given the given biggest consideration and weight.

A) Applicable Experience of Consultant
B) Current Work Load
C) Qualification of Personnel to be Assigned to the 
Project
D) Bid Tender

31. ___________________ is the detailed description 
of service to be performed for a particular 
assignment.

A) Scope of Work     
B) Terms of Reference
C) Shortlisting      
D) Contract
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32. ____________________is the needed work to 
deliver a particular product, desired outcome or 
result with specified features, components and 
functions. 

A) Scope of Work     
B) Terms of Reference
C) Bidding Documents    
D) Bid Data Sheet

33. _________________is the component of the TOR 
that specifies the need to address a specific gap or 
need which addresses MDG goals in health and in 
line with National Health Policies/Guidelines.

A) Background & Project Objective   
B) Scope of Work 
C) Experts Qualification/Requirements  
D) Evaluation Criteria

 

34. __________________is the component of the TOR 
that determines the pool of experts required, the 
minimum qualifications and previous experiences in 
similar projects.

A) Logistical & Other Arrangements  
B) Scope of Work 
C) Experts Qualification/Requirements  
D) Terms of Reference

35. ___________________ is advertised in newspaper 
and other media which provides information 
on period of availability of bidding documents, 
deadline application of eligibility, general statement 
on criteria and rating for short listed bidders and 
other relevant information on the project.

A) Request for Expression of Interest  
B) Bidding Documents
C) Shortlisting      
D) Contract Information

36. ____________________ is a template in the 
bidding documents that must be completely 
filled out by the bidders with numbered clause 
for quick reference and contains Information and 
requirements specific to the circumstances of the PE

A) Eligibility Data Sheet    
B) Bid Data Sheet
C) Bidding Documents    
D) REI

37. _________________is a template in bidding 
documents that contain special provisions and 
conditions relevant to the procurement at hand 
where information provided in this section is found 
in the draft TOR.

A) Bid Data Sheet      
B) Instruction to Bidders
C) Eligibility Data Sheet    
D) Evaluation Criteria

38.  _________________ is a section of the bid 
documents that contains the documents, rights and 
obligations of all parties involved in the contract 
where no changes and alterations should be made 
in this section.

A) General Conditions of the Contract  
B) Background of the Project
C) Eligibility Data Sheet    
D) Notice of Eligibility

39. _________________ is a section of the bid 
documents that complements the GCC and contains 
specific contractual arrangements. This section 
also contains amendments and/or supplements to 
provisions of the GCC, as necessitated by the PE’s 
circumstances of the specific purchase.

A) General Conditions of the Contract 
B) Special Conditions of the Contract
C) Eligibility Data Sheet   
D) Notice of Eligibility
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Preliminaries and Instructions

• Work on Group’s Output as follows:

• By 4:30 pm, tasks for the role play will be assigned.

 > Finalize the draft TOR/SOW;
 > Finalize your Bid Evaluation Criteria; and
 > Finalize your Bid Documents.

Exercise: Role Play

Group 1 BAC Decision Making Scenario: 

• Your RD received an unsolicited proposal from a Government institution to provide five (5) FP 
Trainings in five (5) facilities within your catchment area for PHP 5M. 

• However this Government institution’s mandate is more on Planning rather than Training.  As 
such, this will not fall within the Service Provider provision under Agency-Agency Negotiated 
Procurement to provide FP Trainings.

• Moreover, this institution has, in the past, been late in submitting deliverables, has submitted 
poor quality output, and has extended its MOA contract for more than six (6 )months without 
penalty.

• Further, there are more than 20 accredited private sector organizations and institutions in your 
area that could provide better quality service, and that possess FP Training Certifications that 
could either match or offer the service for less than the proposed price of the Government 
institution.

• Scene you will portray is of the actual discussion, deliberation, and subsequent decision of the 
BAC on the matter for recommendation to the HOPE (cite relevant provisions and justification 
based from the GPRA). 
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Group 2 BAC and Accounting Decision Making Scenario:

• A small value procurement for research study in the amount of PHP 250K was recently awarded 
to Ms. Reyes. Duration of the contract was only two (2) months.

• The BAC through its BAC Resolution recommended to the HOPE to solicit Calls for Proposals 
from three (3) eligible Consultants in the RO’s Registry.  The HOPE approved. The MOA was 
cleared by Legal and signed by both parties.

• Moreover, the TOR/SOW and MOA stipulates the deliverable schedule and tranche payment 
schedule.

• Despite the proper documentation (TOR/SOW, Reso, and MOA) and compliance of procedure of 
the BAC, the Accounting Office has questioned the release of payment for the service rendered 
because the Consultant did not provide an Official Receipt for service rendered. The Accounting 
blames the BAC and suggests that the BAC cancel the procurement and conduct a public 
bidding instead.

• The scene you will portray is the amicable resolution of the situation taking into consideration the 
following points:

Group 3 BAC Decision Making Scenario:

• Your RO has proposed PHP 80M for the 2015 budget to implement a comprehensive TB 
program.

• While the amount is included in the NEP, the GAA for 2015 has not yet been approved.
• You want to expedite the procurement process short of award by conducting the pre-

procurement, drafting of the TOR/SOW, and even pre-bid conference before year 2014 ends.
• The scene you will portray is the BAC discussion on how to conduct the preliminary procurement 

activities prior to the approval of the GAA:

 > How do you prove that the BAC has rendered good decision to undertake and award small value 
procurement?  (cite provisions of GPRA)? 

 > How can the Accounting support the decision of the BAC/HOPE to contract the services of the 
researcher that cannot provide an O.R.?  

 > Convince the Accounting that the hiring of the Consultant through this mode is within bounds of 
procurement and COA rules.   

 > A BAC Member raises a valid point that what recourse could the BAC do in case the NEP amount 
is not approved.

 > Deliberate on the pros and cons of conducting the preliminary procurement activities by year-end 
2014.

 > Arrive at a consensus by stating the justification and valid provisions or circulars that allow or 
disallow you to do so.
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Banking of Ideas

Instructions

• Review your WG outputs for the day.
• Based from today’s learning, you may either:

Check Point

Check your Group’s progress.  By now, you should have finalized your Group’s Output as follows:

• Ready to present Group’s TOR/SOW.
• Ready to present Group’s Evaluation Criteria.
• Ready to present Group’s BDS and SCC.

You should already have assigned your individual roles for the role play tomorrow.

• End goal is to build, improve, and concretize your ideas as we progress through the training 
program.

 > Change/amend your outline/output;
 > Add more substance to your output;
 > Revise your output;
 > Ask clarifications on burning issues that will help you through your current challenge.



Day 5

Module 1:
Procurement Planning,
Bid Preparation,
TOR/SOW Development

Learning Objective

By presenting each group output, the Participants through a panel critique, could further enhance their TOR/
SOW and Bidding Documents in order for them to use in their own work place.
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Plenary Presentation

• Outline of the TOR/SOW
• Evaluation Criteria and Bidding Procedure
• Outline of your Bid Documents (REI, EDS, SCC)

You have the floor for 30 minutes (max).

Role Playing Activities

Each group will present their scenario.
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Evaluation of Training Program

• Significant learnings
• Content / Relevance / Allocated Time
• Points for improvement

Closing Preliminaries

• Closing remarks
• Distribution of Certificates
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List of Acronyms
ABC    Approved Budget for the Contract
ABI    Agency Baseline Indicators
ABM    Agency Budget Matrix
ADA    Advice to Debit Account
AIP    Annual Investment Plan
AMT    Accounts Management Team
AOM    Audit Observation Memo
APP    Annual Procurement Plan
APP-CSE   Annual Procurement Plan – Commonly Used Supplies and Equipment
ARMM    Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao
ARMM-DAF   ARMM – Department of Agriculture and Fisheries
AYRH    Adolescent and Youth Reproductive Health

BAR    Budget Accountability Report 
BE    Budget Execution
BEDs    Budget Execution Documents
BEmONC   Basic Emergency Obstetrics and Newborn Care
BFAR    Budget and Financial Accountability Report
BESF    Budget of Expenditures and Sources of Financing
BMB    Budget Management Bureau
BPA    Budget Partnership Agreement    
BP    Budget Preparation
BUB    Bottom Up Budgeting

CAF    Certificate of Availablity of Funds
CBCP    Catholic Bishops’ Conference of the Philippines
CBOs     Community Based Organizations
CCAGG   Concerned Citizens of Abra for Good Government
CCT    Conditional Cash Transfer
CDA    Cooperative Development Authority
CO    Capital Outlay
COA    Commission on Audit
CPR    Contraceptive Prevalence Rate
CSO    Civil Society Organizations

DA    Department of Agriculture
DBCC    Development Budget Coordination Committee



DBM    Department of Budget and Management
DepEd    Department of Education
DILG    Department of Interior and Local Government
DOH    Department of Health
DOH – CO   Department of Health – Central Office
DOH – RO   Department of Health – Regional Office
DOTS    Directly observed treatment, short-course
DPWH    Department of Public Works and Highways

ERB    Executive Review Board

FARs    Financial Accountability Reports
FBD    Facility-Based Delivery
FCR    For Comprehensive Release
FE    Forward Estimates
FLR    For Later Release
FP    Family Planning
FP    Financial Plan (part of BEDs)
FP CBT1   Family Planning Competency-Based Training

GAA    General Appropriations Act
GAARD   General Appropriations Act as Release Document
GAB    General Appropriations Bill
GAD    Gender and Development
GARO    General Allotment Release Order
GFI    Government Financial Institution
GOCC    Government-Owned and Controlled Corporation
GPB    Grassroots Participatory Budgeting
GPPB    Government Procurement Policy Board

HFEP    Health Facilities Enhancement Program
HPDP    Health Policy Development Program/Project
HPDPB   Health Policy Development and Planning Bureau
HOR    House of Representatives

ICV    Informed Choice and Voluntarism
IEC    Information, Education and Communication
INTOSAI   International Organization of Supreme Audit Institutions

KP    Kalusugan Pangkalahatan 
KP-OM    Kalusugan Pangkalahatan – Operations Monitoring



LGUs    Local Government Units
LPRAT    Local Poverty Reduction Action Team

MANCOMM   Management Committee
MCP    Monthly Cash Program
MDP    Monthly Disbursement Program
MDPS    Modified Disbursement Payment Scheme
MDR    Multi-Drug Resistance
MDS    Modified Disbursement Scheme
MFO    Major Final Output
MOOE    Maintenance and Other Operating Expenses
MSRP    Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price
MTDP    Medium Term Development Plan
MTEF    Medium Term Expenditure Framework

NAMFREL   National Citizens’ Movement for Free Elections
NAPC    National Anti-Poverty Comission
NBC    National Budget Circular
NBM    National Budget Memorandum
NCA    Notice of Cash Allocation
NCPC    Naga City People’s Council
NCR    National Capital Region
NEDA    National Economic and Development Authority
NEP    National Expenditure Program
NGAs    National Government Agencies
NGOs    Non-Government Organizations
NHTS-PR    National Household Targeting System for Poverty Reduction
NNC    National Nutrition Council

OBI     Open Budget Index
OPIF    Organizational Performance Indicator Framework
OUs    Operating Units

PAMANA   Payapa at Masaganang Pamayanan
PAP    Programs, Activities and Projects
PEFA    Public Expenditure and Financial Accountability
PFM    Public Finance Management
PFP    Physical and Financial Plan
PHIC    Philippine Health Insurance Corporation
PIB    Performance Informed Budgeting
PIB    Performance Incentive Bonus/Benefit
PO    People’s Organizations



POPCOM   Commission on Population
PPA    Programs, Projects, Activities
PP    Physical Plan
PPBDC   Program Planning and Budget Development Committee
PPCRV    Parish Pastoral Council for Responsible Voting
PPMP    Project Procurement Management Plan
PS    Personal Services

RD    Regional Director 
RDC     Regional Development Council
RHUs    Rural Health Units 
RLIP    Retirement and Life Insurance Premiums
RO    Regional Office
RPRAT    Regional Poverty Reduction Action Team

SAA    Sub-Allotment Advice
SAGF    Special Accounts in the General Fund
SAMCH   Saint Anthony Mother and Child Hospital
SAOB    Statement of Allotment, Obligations and Balances
SARO    Special Allotment Release Order
SDGs    Sustainable Development Goals
SEC    Securities and Exchange Commission
SPFs    Special Purpose Funds
SIRME    Support to Implementation Research, Monitoring and Evaluation
SONA    State of the Nation Address
SOW    Scope of Work
SSL    Salary Standardization Law
SWRA    Sexually-Active Women of Reproductive Age

TB     Tuberculosis
TBH    Technical Budget Hearing
TOR    Terms of Reference

UACS    Unified Account Code Structure
USAID    United States Agency for International Development 

WFP    Work and Financial Plan
WRA    Women of Reproductive Age

YEB    Year-End Benefits

4DEs    Four Disciplines of Execution
4Ps    Pantawid Pamilyang Pilipino Program






